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A 1-1/3%scale generic High Cross Range Shuttle rbiter wind tunnel 
test was conducted in the Douglas Aircraft Company Low Speed WJind Tunnel 
in Long Beach, California from 3-11 December 1970. The test objective 
is to provide subsonic aerodynamic data for a number of body shapes, 
wing planforms, wing airfoil sections, and vertical tail geometry to aid 
in the selection of an improved design. In addition, elevon effective­
ness and leading edge fillet effects were obtained on one configuration. 
Nominal tunnel conditions were at a dynamic pressure of 50 lb/ft 2 , Mach 
number .18, and Reynolds number of approximately 1.2 x 106 per foot. 
Transition strips consisting of 0.0065 inch thick tape cut with
 
pinking shears were placed on the body - 1-1/2 inch aft of the hose. Simi­
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Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
 




A 1-1/3% scale generic High Cross Range Shuttle Orbiter wind tunnel
 
test was conducted in the Douglas'Aircraft Company Low Speed Wind Tunnel
 
in Long Beach, California from 3-11 December 1970. The test objective
 
is to provide subsonic aerodynamic data for a number oftbody shapes,
 
wing planforms, wing airfoil sections, and vertical tail geometry to aid
 
in the selection of an improved design. In addition, elevon effective­
ness and leading edge fillet effects were obtained on one configuration.
 
Nominal tunnel conditions were at a dynamic pressure of 50 lb/ft2' Mach
 
number .18, and Reynolds number of approximately 1.2 x 10 per foot.
 
Transition strips consisting of 0.0065 inch thick tape cut with 
pinking shears were placed on the body - 1-1/2 inch aft of the nose. Simi­
lar strips were placed on the wings and vertical. tail surfaces at - 6-10% 
chord. Detailed configuration information for the component variations 
tested are given in the Configurations Investigated section. The Dataset 
Collations show the run schedule for the various combinations and para­
metric variations tested. 
The objectives of this test program were to obtain qualitative data
 
using available equipment and low cost models. Hence, the data are not as
 
accurate as normal but fulfill the objectives of evaluations of relative
 
effects. These considerations and a discussion of some results are pre­
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sdnted in Test Conditions.
 
The Sumnary Data Plot Index (Table III) provides a synopsis of the 
test results as well as a plot index. 
TABLE I 
SADSAC NOMENCLATURE 
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME 




Total Axial Force 
Base Axial Force 









Total Drag Force -
Base Drag Force 










CN Normal Force CN 
Cy Side Force CY CY CC 
C Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL 
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM 
Ca Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN 
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio L/D CL/CD 
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio' - L/DF' CL/CDF 
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A 
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF -







BlA - Basic "029" fuselage to be mated with various wings (Figure 2)
 
BIB - Basic "029" fuselage mated with the W4A wing (Figure 2)
 




B3A - Basic "045" fuselage (Figure 4)
 
B3B - B3 A body with a 40 incidence shim in place (Figure 5)
 
B3C - B3A body with the body flap removed (Figure 5)
 
B4 - BIB body with the boattail removed (Figure 6)
 




W - Basic "029" wing (Figure 7)
 
WA - Test "baseline" wing with replaceable strakes and elevons.
 
Mated with BIB (Figure 8) 
W4B - Test "baseline" wing without replaceable strakes and elevons. 
Made from W5 
W5 - W4 wing planform and section with wing tip extensions to a 
true "delta" (Figure 9) 
W6 - Wk wing planform and section with 50 of twist (washout) (Figure 9) 
W7 - Alternate planform wing, 200 trailing edge sweep instead of 00 
(Figure iO) 
V8 - W4 wing planform with a 44XX series airfoil. Made from W4B and 
has 00 strake (Figure 10) 
WgA - Basic "D45" wing with a OOXX-64 airfoil section. Mated with 
B3 (Figure 1l) 









V3 - Old "4% LCR V.T." tested on the "4% HCR" MOAIR LSWT test 
(Figure 12). 
V4 - MSC "optimum" V.T. geometry (Figures 12 and 13). 
V5 - V V.T. with the tip cut off to approximate the "050" V.T. 
geometry (Figure 13). 
STRAKES (L.E. FILLETS) - Figure 8 
ST1 - Ast = 60 
ST2 - A st = 80 
ST3 - Ast = io 
- Ast = 00 or no L.E. filletST4 

ENGINE PODS - Figure 6 
P1 - Simulated "all engines running" case. All 4 pods have the 
"teardrop" shape. 
P2 - Simulated "one engine out" case. One "teardrop" shape cut to
 
actual engine pod shape.
 
COBNATIONS TESTED 
BiA B4W4AS aVI4 BIBW4AST2V4 B2 
BlAW3 B1BW4AST2 B2W6V4 
-Aw3V3 Bl BB14AST4V4 
B1AW3V4 BWV 3 BW4ASTjV4 B3AW9AV4 
B1AW5V4 B1BW4AST3V4 B3AW9A 
BIAWGV4 fBlBW4AST2V4P1 B3AW9AV5 
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CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Continued) 
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a or8 A 
SCHEDULES 
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-
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_ _ _ 
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TEST PLSVrT7srTO.3g DATA SET COLLATION SHEET 
PRETEST 
- POSTTEST 
'DATA SET[DNTFIR CONFIGURATION ISCIID. CONTiKuL --­4D DEFLECTION' '-_ I o MACH NUMBERS 
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COEFFICIENTS: A j.IDPVAR(i)I ID1VAR(2)NDV 
a or $ 
SCHEDULES 
Po7 or7 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The Douglas Low Speed Wihd Tuinel is & clos ' circuit, single return, 
atmospheric tuniel with & test section 38 inbhes high1 5k inclies wide, and 
120 inches long. It is capable of a maxifthm c6ntinuouis velocity of 195 mph 
*(90 psf). For model sizes similar to the l41/3% scale HCR otbiter, the 
tunnel is operated at a dynamic pressure of 50 psf which yields a Mach 
number of 0.18 and a Reynolds number of 1.2 x l66 per fobt. 
The tunnel fan motor is rated at 100 h and the tunnel is uncooled. 
For the, data acquisition system a-ailbbie at the time of this test, pressure 




Table II presents a summary of the tunnel conditions existing during 
the test. The data accuracy is not specified in Table 1; however, the
 
overall accuracy is considered to be less than normal. This is due to
 
the coarse tolerances on the models and the placement of the model quite
 




This test program was designed to be a parametric experiment, and 
for expediency and economy, the models were built with coarse tolerances 
specified. The data were measured using existing sting and balance hard­
ware with the result of placing the model quite far forward in the test
 
section. For these reasons the overall data accuracy is undefinable but
 
less then normal. The user should therefore bear this in mind when evaluat­
ing the quantitative results. The data are, on the other hand, an excel­
lent indication of the effects achieved by the several configuration changes, 
and they do give valid trends with test condition variables.
 
The measured base drag data show inordinate values which are felt to be
 
due to sting effects. The sting was not exceptionally large (one inch dia­
meter). Base pressure data from earlier tests with a 4% scale strut mounted
 
model have implied considerable flow over the base as indicated by a cons der­






TEST DL5 I,/T 7 Z-s- g4. 13 
REYOLDS NUMBER- DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER (pounds/sq. root) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
BALANCE UTI-LIZED: 0. l5-m T-ASIK tMARK 7 (PAl Os?) 
COEFFICIENT 
CAPACITY: ACCURACY: 'TOLERANCE : 
NF 0-00 Ibs. 
SF /00 lbs. 
AF 0.v s .5__ 
YM 





The reference area and lengths used in this test are the individual
 
theoretical wing areas, spans, and mean aerodynamic chords. All body 
alone data, except the B3 body, is reduced about the W4 wing. Wing W9 is 
used as the reference for the B3 alone data. The table below gives the 
reference values (full-scale) for the different wings: 
w4
w3 w5 w6 w7 w8 W9
 












Note: 1) W4A and W4B are supposedly identical wings which
 
differ only through the builder's tolerance.
 
2) W9A and WqB are the same wing in two different
 
positions. WpB is shifted 1.20 inches (model­
scale) foreyard of the original position.
 
The moment reference point for all the data is 67% of the body length,
 
on the model lateral centerline; and approximately I7% - 62% of the vehicle.
 
height. The table below lists the reference c.g. for the differefit bodies:
 
"B1A BlB BIC Bp B3A B3B B3c B4 
Fuselage Station 
(F.S. 0 at Nose) 
1266 266 1266 1263 1273 1273 273 1266 
Water Line 
(W.L. 0 at Bottom) 
163 163 163 163 214- 214 214 163 
Buttline 
(B.L. 0 at Body %) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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The cavity effects on axial force haye been qorrecqed by the use of the
 
four base pressure -taps accordingaverage of two cavity pressure taps apd 
to the following equation:
 
(CA) corrected = (CA) balance + [cpve) base - (Cpave) cavity]x 
applied for- the effects of[reference areal. Therq are no corrections cavity area 






SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
 
PLOTTED 
TITLE COEFFICIENTS CONDITIONS 
NUMER TITLE. SCHEDUILE VARYING PAGES 
I Leading Edge Fillet (Strake) Effect A, B Strake, Beta 1-l1 
2 Full - Span Elevon Power ABC Elevtr, Beta 12-24
 
3 Partial - Span Elevon Power A, C Elevtr 25-31
 
4 Roll Control Power AB,D Ailron, Beta 32-48
 
5 Incidence Effect A Configuration 49-58
 
6 Body Nose Ramp Effect A, B Configuration, 59-69
 
Beta 






8 Wing Twist Effect A, B Configuration, 99-109
 




10 Boat Tail Effect A, B Configuration, - 121-131 
Beta 
11 Comparison of Wind Tunnel Models A, B Configuiation, 132-142
 
Beta 
12 Engine Pod Effect A, B Configuration, 143-153
 
Beta 




i4 Body Flap Effect A Configuration 187-191
 




16 Vertical Tail Position B of ation, 197-208
 
COEFFICIENT SCHEDULES: 
A: CL, CIM, L/D vs ALPHA, CL vs CD, CL vs CIM 
B: Cy CN, CBL, CBETA, DOYNDB DOBLDB vs ALPHA 
C: DCLDE, DCIMDE vs ALPHA 
D: DCYDA, DCflDA, DCBLDA vs ALPHA 
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FIGUR 3. BODI: S B1 0 and B2 
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FIGURE 4. BODY B-3A
 
I 
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IJOT/F- eAS)C 53A zo~y cdl 7W 7HA, GODY7 ]rLAP RcA\OVa'D. DUrz TO A 
mIX-VP "A) Tt/s m,ALZ t'S'S)CM3 -rp2 VIP ) Rg-MOVgt, AS A SODV 
FLAP> IS ACTUL~LY WCo~t-cg TNA.kJ 7t4S WAJ45OFF 130tV FLAt' 
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FIGURE 5. BODIES B 3Band B 3 
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£4643E c OUT' CASE c P) 
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0CUT 8CAPD pop 
r44 
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FIMMEl 6. BODY 3B4 and SIM~LATED ENIN~E 
PODS P, and P 
r.I. 7o / 
I ,3 L.a. FILLET / 
S I/ 
$1 
FIGURE 7. WING 3 - ­
30 
MjoTE VO L.,E, FJ)LAT 
7-Tf coxmja.' 
SAOW 








FIltm 8. WING W4 
ZAADTMG 
AND WING W4 
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FIGUBE 9. WINGS W5AND W6 
F. .B 
W A)G /,7 / 
O L.C. rLLETi 
F UE 1. W-NSt WE A W8 
)V're -74,C 	 o,o4Y' DIFF--JC14 Sg-rwe,A 
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I42 
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VrcAL TAIL V3 VET'1CAL T.AIL V4 
AI/OE AS MOAJTED CA) El 
° 
S L-"3 /4.i 
F30 
FIGURE 12. VERTICAL TAILS V 3 AND V4 AS MOUNTED ON BODY BI
 
vRTICAL TAIL VA-. VETICAL TAIL 
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FIGUR 15. (CONTflRED) 
LA4 
C> 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -f 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: FSrLnjrAo)Y FOra w 'A YT ,. , 
DRAWING NUIBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length ,L.eg 





Planform 20 0tinYFLAP ) 
Wetted 













MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - elc 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: tLlS gotr I6)iTt A ; ° lJbg/JC 
1H)MA 1,4) PLA&,cF 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
11'3 % 
Length " ;Z6.o 
Max. Width ,"4" 
Max. Depth 34i" 4.i5" 
Fineness Ratio _ .--
Area 




121o P 74 84-. 
-­
-P+ 
Base ,2 ,Z&' V+z 
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MODEL COPOUENT.; AL_>S±L_ c '. z On ryLAP 
k 0WUJUSEGENLPAL DESCRIPTION: ___~-n r Y frAP AT L R LACe 
DRAWING NUMBER: ,5 "RT0OQ 40 





'Span (equivalent) .nt 324- 4.32 
Inb'd equivalent chord ,. So- - .7. 
Outb'd equivalent chord+.. SO 




" At.Inb'd equiv. chord 

At Outb'd equiv. chord .
 _ 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 





Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) ...
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
AT ,MnOrL F9. 3 














DRAWING NUMBER: 2"-s" xo4o 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 













" 1X z 
2S-. 4 
S. 0 4 
4. 
, , -
.. 0o _ 
4
 
MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - EA
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: vUA Pnwr" DRt.As)/a6JI~u) AS pr97 
1 .1 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
Length. , I/oo 2 67.? 
Max. Width ____ '., 
Max. Depth 3 4!S4. 4 o 
Fineness Ratio. _ 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional "­
tPlanform " . 4 .,r 9_)-) 
*Wetted _ __ 
..Base e .- 202 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - eze 
4-0
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: A t+a - A t 
DRAWING NUMBER: AJOAJE 




Max. Width . o 
Max. Depth 6. :tz" 
Fineness Ratio ... _ --
Area
 
Max. Cross-Sectional _ --
Planform 
Wetted -- --
Base 4C" t+#t .o_____ 
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MODEL COMPONENT: )- I; AP 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 
AFT tD. 
"F]xg4 Roy FaAP AT t0eR FUJ AGS 




Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd equivalent chord., 
Ratio isovaDe surface cnora/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 























. .. _ 
". 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY -
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 3IR ~ r ~ A tIJ ?S)llt 
DRAWING NUMBER: A),0 A) 





















MODEL COMPONENT: p - ,vJz 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Le-^A '5 D r ._E AVO 2oWi5AgD 
AS Par.! -rlo) ,V6 T-TaD In 47'.Pp'I)USLY AI 1CAL 
MC'AI1R I-LT Y9 RTSTis A0 nlgfgir 
DRAWING NUMBER: 2sircR-op 40 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
TOTAL DATA -. 
Area 
Planform T' a 0-YT-4,4 
WVetted 
- . -
Span (equivalent) ,j. • .4, 
Aspect Ratio 
- /- _ _,_r_.
 
Rate of Taper i-_. _ __
 
Taper Ratio , ,__ ._ _
 
_Diehedral Angle, degreesA - Jo _ _ 
Incidence Angle, degrees,, '4 / * 
.Aerodynamic Twi-st, degrees .. o 
Toe-In Angle __..... 
_ 
,Cant Angle - _ _ __.... 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees ' -" 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge ": o _ 0 
0.25 Element Line , -
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0,0) _ 
Tip, (equivalent) ,,. --- os.'o .... 
MAC ,9.,/__-
__ . _ - _-s_ 
Fus. Sta,. of .25 MAC /42 
_ 1b 6,3 
W.P. of .25 MAC 







Tip .,-40 b Ao p" A" 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area ,2' , Ao49 
Span, (equivalent),un . -.,.-3 
Aspect Ratio .1/017-
_ . o__ 





Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC "
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
_ ' 
,B.L. of .25 'IAC - __ 
i i
 
~* ~A~0t AT EcXOSCD ROOT C"Op',b C-t~ 52i 
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MODEL COMPONE T:w 6'eA+ c. J4 s' f , . ot R) 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: RtPUCED LSAO/q bC WEFP AAIh 
) frPrASP ' ASPE20T RAT/N/O. sEP',FS AS "'A EuFljr" WJJ FOR 
rMI "resT.. 
DRAWING NUMBER: 2 S Y-flo4o 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA -
Area 
Planform FT a- '7 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent) 3 i__ I ;.4-3 ___ 

Aspect Ratio . 078 ao 

Rate of Taper -- _
 
Taper Ratio .. 149. / -4 ,
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 4 •..__-+ 5
 
Incidence Angle, degrees _s.
 
.Aerodynamic Twist, degrees o . 
Toe-In Angle -­
,-Cant Angle .. ... 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 6____. 
Trailing Edge -o1o, 
0.25 Element Line .47
 
-Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. O.O),, /03..1. 
Tip, (equivalent) . 16.03, _,j 
MAC ,'A'09. 6 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC ,14-4. 
W.P. of .25 MAC • _ ._ 







Area .rT 2)0. 486? 
Span, (equivalent) _ -. II?. 
Aspect Ratio /.._49. A 
Taper Ratio . / .26i 
-Chords 
Root 2/n/ 
Tip /.., /4 zoA-Zd 
MAC
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _ _ _
 
W.P. of .25 MAC, _ _ 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
_ -_'' 
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MODEL' COM.PONENT.: w J Re)^ b E:LbO,:AJ E 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: PLAi) L AP -Wrf, r^kEtr 4P 




Inb'd equivalent chord 
Outb'd-equivalent chord 
Ratio uzovdoie surf:ace cnoro/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge' 
- Tailing-Edge ' 
Hingeline 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 
FULL-SCALE 











" _._- , 
:o4- W) 





MODEL COMPONENT: W4 UtAA r-L5VOAJ t'_1 L 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: /L, FLA p ,nJ', c1,LD GAP 
DRAWING NUMBER: 2s-GTooO 40 
DIMENSIONS: rULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Area _E" 4 !Al 
Span (equivalent) 2. F4 / 
Inb'd equivalent chord " . 4 /M 
Outb'd equivalent chord 
Ratio flOvdOie surface cnora/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord .3,3:r 
At Outb'd equiv. chord .o ._ __ 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge* 3. 3.9 
Tailing Edge - 1 
Hi ngeline 3-T_,___ 
Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) _ 
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MODEL COMPONEnT: j - LA) .. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ,,1,1 JaLA IF-6?rRM ' -TIP' xrp-rlIO) 
Tro FpOM A, YT? J nr;A L)I 
DRAWING NUMBER: .-. 







Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees4 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
.Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 





















Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
- Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 







Root (Wing Sta. 0.0),,M 
Tip, (equivalent) ), 
MAC ,v. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC. 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
















Area , F7r 







Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
* W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
.za 
10 ,. 
















GENERAL DESCRIPTION: SAAC As W rsto-Ii CXCCPTIP C IOP) I)&AS 
7 C ePF W A t O/3 
DRAWING NUMBER: _-____________ 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area 





Rate of Taper _ 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees * 
Incidence Angle, degrees 














Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge -..-
Trailing Edge - -o a 
0.25 Element Line 41 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) ',1"1 . 
Tip, (equivalent) ,j 
MAC ,/,
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
-- .. 




W.P. of .25 MAC 2_- ,. 3.o9 






Area ;. ,7,o7 
Span, (equivalent) ,rn _ /J. 3. 
Aspect Ratio , . 











Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC - " • " ' 
H.P. of .25 MAC _ _' --
B.L. of .25 MAC _ --_-_ 
zc~ r~t~z wg~.Wl"6 TRAILJMC 5 
MODEL COMPONENT: ! - o7W 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: A k-,T RPIA1S PX)AJcp . .'/A)A1 
DRAWING NUMBER: 2S RTOOO -to 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL S:'CALE 
.OTAL DATA Y3 % 
Area 
Planform , FrT' 
Wetted__ _ _' 
Span (equivalent) ,w 30 
Aspect Ratio .,. i /937 
Rate of Taper .... _ _ 
Taper Ratio -20,__,o 
Diehedral Angle, degreesV






-Cant Angle " 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge - __- ___ 
Trailing Edge go 
0.25 Element Line .". 49.Z 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) , 
Tip, (equivalent),,. 
. /02 " 9 
4,1/ 
MAC !w " _/ 9.:2 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC - /9.6 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
. -­
z.. z. in 
Airfoil Section 
Root -_ _D" _" .-AA b 
Tip M ,Obfallf, 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area r 
Span, (equivalent) ,wi P-7iz 




Root , r . ZI/ -
Tip . = aa 
MAC __ 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _ _ __ 
W.P. of .25 MAC 






MCASV~Cjr Wj. .T W,'JG TrRAIL/44e~ 58 
MODEL COMPONENT: ... 11rE - '4 % 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: AM1 AS tQ,,, CX PT NASA' CA, 
44X ICrR)E:t A)1?FOil-
DRAWING NUMBER: - . AJOJ E 
DIMENSIONS:. FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA. 
Area 
Planfonm r-r - s- 6_,_-7 . _o 
Wetted _ _ --
Span (equivalent) 3nj.,. 
Aspect Ratio _R. 
Rate of Taper _ -- + 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees-* -5 _. 
Incidence Angle, degrees -
.Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 6- , o 
Toe-In Angle. - -
--Cant Angle " -
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
Leading Edge - -
Trailing Edge " 0' 0 
0.25 Element Line 4.7 4. 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0),m
Tip, (equivalent) /.VMAC ,/I1W 
. /03 
16"3
701 _ ,______­). 3 .
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC .A. t4-.z 
WP. of .25 MAC . --
B.L. of .25 AC .­2 ". 
Airfoil Section 
Root epoSed 441a 440/ 
Tip 4409' 
EXPOSED DATA 
Area 7 Z 2Z7o4- ._4-_o_ 
Span, (equivalent) -jvz_... 
Aspect Ratio , 
Taper Ratio 
-Chords 








Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _ -= 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC ....--_ -- .-­_, --
ACSA ORED w.R y,AIL .or59 
MODEL COIMPOEENT.: \'')A. - tj A 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: "s" 
. ,g , oY w,- A 6'tAPAEI-I SECT'IO_ .A RFOL 

DRAWING NU SER: 2C,r8TO6el4 UE. T Z 
DIMENSIONS: " rULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE' 
.'TOTAL DATA - ' " 
Area
 
Planform FT 537 
Wetted _ __ 
Span (equivalent),IM //39 j A,,g 

Aspect Ratio " . ,S_,-
Rate of Taper .... _ _-
Taper Ratio _ _.,__ . 
Diehedral Angle, degrees • . C-
Incidence Angie, degrees ­
.Aerodynanic Twist, degrees o - a 
Toe-In Angle _.­
--Cant An3le 





0.25 Element Line 47& 47 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1,,4. 
° Tip, (equivalent) )-o 
MAC w_______-
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC i/ 4- Jo.jc 
U,P.of .25 LAG • --
B.L. of .25 AMAC . " - - __ .3,o . 
Airfoil Section 
Root -epos-d .FS. Zzao * oo- C>.Q0aa.Z 





Span, (equivalent) ,-' ,..4
 
Aspect Ratio . _-Ji• _ 
Taper Ratio. .2, .3.6 
-Chords 
Root . ." aa -t-
Tip .3.z X7.MAC . .... - -

Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC _ - . . 
B.L. of .25 HIC _ _- ,_ _ -_ . 
7R.4cMcA~uR~E-o wjR.er.TWA16 T2L 1 
Go 
MODEL COMPONENT: to IL4 - R 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: L A a~t-S S2 
DRAWING NUMBER: A)QA)5 






Rate of Taper--. 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 




Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 

























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 


















.r.s. -oo . 00.-4 


















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
- W.P. of .25 MAC 










MODEL COMPONENT: i__.)EICAL 3rAtL.- -V3
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: TA,. yr WAC _ ) TF JACJA) Lsu­
'DRAWING 'NUMBER: 000 40 









Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 
.Aerodynamic Twist, .degrees 
Toe-in Angle 
-Cant Angle 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 






Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC


























Fus. Sta. of ,25,MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC 






MODEL COMPONfIUT: eRTeAt TAIL - V'1 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: V.j$ .r UA rzz OPTIMUM - n0=TP_Y.. 
A5 D7l l, ri 9_Y E Ag C ASA P MUn" V. T. Y 
DRAWING NUMBER: 4j OA.E 










Aspect Ratio .. 












_-Cant Angle - ''
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
° 




0.25 Element Line 
__ 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) .. '" 
Tip, (equivalent) .. 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 MAC
 
*B.L. of .25 IAC 
Airfoil Section
 
*Root . oo -





Aspect Ratio A 8.__
 









Fus, Sta. of .25 MAC _ _4.Ile. Z 

W.P. of .25 MAC s.4. 
B.L. of .25 MAC . 
~ Q+--~~ ~4e9463 
MODEL COMPOiIErT: ._._V _AL TAIL k/ 
GEN4ERAL DESCRIPTION:.~ -r 	 .Z ~ak~ 
DRAWING NUMBER: ,oM 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
°








Rate of Taper "
 
Taper Ratio ' _
 

























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 	 .... 
W.P. of .25 MAC 
B.L. of .25 MAC 
Airfoil 	Section 
Root 0Q o2 oo 0pTip 	 0009> ooEXPOSED DATA
 
Area 	 4 "P..f 
Span, (equivalent) 	 3t*.' .
 
Aspect Ratio _ -3)0o. 31o 





MA C 	 ," "--, " 
Fus: Sta. of .25 MAC f--	 . 
W.P. of .25 MAC '. 	 . ,. 
B.L. of .25 AC 	 . o __o.,.. 




SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab 22base area; in , ft , 2in 
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REF.B , wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, in (see I ref or refi) 
c. g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
0 A CAB base axial force coefficient, I (Pw -Pb) /q 
b VA ref) 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CA 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 











drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, F'/q SD) ref 
lift force coefficient (stabiity-or wind axis) 
L/q Sref 
C* CBL rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mxq Sref b 
C1, CSL rolling.moment coefficient-in the stability






rolling moment coefficient in the wind-axis 
system, M /q S b
x,w ref 
pitching moment coefficient 'in the body axis 




s-axis pitching moment coefficient in the stabilitysystem, C =C 
m, s 'm 
C 
mw 
CPIM pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis
system, My,w/ Sref Iref 
CN CN normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C CYN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the body axis
 
system, M z/q'Sref b
 
Cn CLN yawing moment coefficient in the stability
 
n, axis system, C = C
 
C CLN 	 yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mzw/q Sref b 




C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
y system), F/q Sref
 
C CC 	 side force coefficient (wind axis system), 
c 	 F/q Sref 
axial force; N, lbFA 

drag force in wind axis system; N, lbFD 
F, drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb D 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 




















side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio. 
reference length; m, ft, in (see c) 








abbreviation for moment reference point
 
abbreviation for moment reference point
 
on x-axis 








rolling moment in the body axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 







SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
M rolling moment in the wind axis system;
XwW 	 N-m, ft-lb 
pitching moment in the body (or stability)M 
Y axis system; N-m, ft-lb
 
M pitching moment in the wind axis system;
N-m, ft-lb
 








p static pressure; N/m 
2 ; psi
 
P total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi
 




Reynold's number per unit length; millioA/ft.RN/L RN/L 
2wing area; m , ft2 S 
2Sre f REFS 	 reference area; m , ft
2 
T 	 temperature; °K, °C, OR, OF
 









SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
iT 	 tail incidence positive when trailing edge 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
ALPHA 	 angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-planu 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA 	 sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-aXis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
Xt-Z-plane; deg 
7y 	 ratio of specific heats 
I' 	 DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
a 	 control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELEVTR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with resject 
to control surface 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
8 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
0 PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z--axis; deg 
4' PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 




















elevator or elevon 
ftap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 




ADDITIONS TO STANDARD NOMENCLATURE 
SADSAC 
SYM3OL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
5eL0 LOBE left hand outboard ELEVON 
6eR 0 ROBE right, hand outboard ELEVON 
8eLi LINE left hand inboard ELEVON 





A tabulutcd data listing, consisting of,all aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this'report. The tabular listing is'
 
made up in two sections:
 
(a) 	 a brief summary list of all data- sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) - afull list of all data sets containing all resident or 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as 
the above mentioned information. 
.The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations:
 
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
M/D-East Mr. J. Hrenak 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
 
B. J. Fricken 
Department 2780 
Chrysler Corporation Space Division 
New Orleans, La. 70129 







Datasets based on different reference information appear grouped
 
together on the same plot page at several places in the following data
 
presentation. No reference information is specified on such plot pages;
 












RCN025 70-74 D 
RCN013 154-158 C 
RCN007 154-158 A 



















Reference SRW,ft 2 ip]y, in bREF, in XNRP, in YMRP, in ZMRP, in 
Data
 
A 6168. 971. 1040. 1266. 0. 163.
 
B 5171. 687. 1444. 1266. 0. 163.
 
C 5057. 701. 1230. 1266. 0. 163.
 
D 5424. 691. 1230. 1266. 0. 163.
 
----- 




















0.2 LLR I --- -- ----­
1 ~-a - -S 2 2 4 5 8 10 12 14 1- 2- 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SV'ICL STAAflE PAR nETMCL VALUeS DATA SOURCE REFEIRCNCE INFORNATION 
. jju. 0.180 BETA b.,is DATASET STRAKE OATASET STRAKE-0.0000 5 R FS 5057.0040 50, FT 
-. LO0C 0.000 FuSE 02300 RCN046 0.000 FC1049 6.000 TiEFL- 701.,0*3 IN. 
O 8 .00b LI' 0 .2)00 RtIC .,G., RCN031 S .000 RC1 5 1 10 * 0 EFV INDO 1530.004 

zRP 163. 04 I, 
SCALE 100.0000 PERCNT 
PCEEk0.
3CE FILL 
DLSccWT 13B 0..0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBWAASTVA (RCNO4E)- 26 FEE3 71 PAGF 
---- ------------------ ---- ---- 
DLSWT TEST.138- LEADING EDGE FILLET(STRAKE) EFFECT
 
.20 --- ---- -- -,- -i 







is------------------------ -- ----------------------------- - ­
o-- : : F: _..--
La.3 
-'5ta 6 -4 --2 a 2 4 6 a to 12 14 is 18 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATIACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5 t'EOL STP4AE PARAETPIC VALUES 
1.11,8 BETA 0.009 DATASET 
DATA S Ur.CE 
STRAKE DA TASET $TRAKE II
REFERENCE INFOrHATION 
EF$ 5057.VV40 SO. FT 
9 LOBE 1.519 p"BE 0.0c; RCN046 0.000 RCNV49 6 0oul REFL 701.nrlw IN, 
L i.Klt¢ oluu RftNE U.00C RCN031 8.100 RCN051 O10 rFFB I 3017.0}40 IN: 
XMRP 1266,U1140 IN. 
ZMAp 163.UU4 IN. 
FEFC9ZNCE FILE SCALE 100.9V0 .ErCT 
QLSWT :38 CC.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 (RCNO46) 26 FE-B 71 PAGE 2 






- 4 8a 0 12 14 18 1d E0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Sy40. STRAJ E FIA~tnII ALUE DATA SOURCE REFERENCE ]NFORIATION 
1D3.591, I 'L- '111 SETA OldJ0 DATASET STRAKE DATASET STRAKE REFS 5057.O'4U SQ. FT 
6 I LQCE D.Co, gE 900 RCfl46 9.0D RCNL49 6.090 IREFL 701 .0001 IN.oP do L;Z flCIEe5RCNt3I .oo IACNO51 11.000 REFS 1231.3504 IN.XIFF 1266.0940 IN.
 
£2 ID.00 YNRP 0.0 00 IN. 
ZMRp 163.0104 IN,
 
SCALE 1U'J.0000 r-ERCNTREFIRSUCC FILE 
DLSWT :38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 (RCNO4B) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 3
 














SrSCV $TAr.E FAAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE 
 REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
D.CD IA &E'A0.18 O.Du DATASET STRAJE DATASET STRAKE REFS 5057.0014 5Q. FT2 .00o L.:,SE 0.000 ROSE 0.000 RCHO46 .000 RCND49 6.090 REFL 7MI.004 IN. 
6.050 LIIFf 0.0 FINE oooo RCN031 86.0o RCNOSL 10.00, REFS t20.,J04U IN.
-11RP 1266.0,40 IN.
lO.ooo Y'4RP 0.0000 IN. 
Z$RF 165.0,04 IN. 
REFCRE, CE FILE SCALE 100.0000 ERCNT 
DLSW T :38 0.0i33 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 RIBW4ASTV4 (RCN046) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 4
 





















.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 50 -. 35 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFIC'IENT, CLM
 
5YMOb5T €FAFAtIE7RIC 0.416.00 VALUES DATA SOURCE " REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
Q.Dll I.c 0.1z' BETA U.jooD ATASET STRAKE DATASET STRAKE REFS 5057.0040 50. FT 
6oO5 L.-. 5.G10 -1BE 0.991 FECN046 0.009 RCN949 6,000 REFL 701 '004 IN. 
4.550 LINE . o PINE r.155 ACN031 8.000 RC,4051 lg. aoo REFS 13.11,40 IN. 
XMRF 1266 UU40r . IN.IN. 
soOB YRF a63509 . 
.FEER5CF FILE .TDTD SCALE 0 F4CNT 
138 [SWT
0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 CRCN4E) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 5
 















-10 e - A- V- 0 2 4 6 a IV 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CQAA.SET SYMBOL CyFIORATICN OESCEIPTICO BETA STRAKE 
TCNz's, Q 0LSqT 136 0.0135 SC. GENERIC 4C9 0 ISBW4ASTV4 0.000 3.050 
CTOIZ0:?1 . LSWIT 138 0,0133 SC. GENLRIC NCR 02 EI5w4AS7V4 -Z.900 0.000 
(TEINO3 I 0LST 133 U,5133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 RISW4ASTV4 0.000 8.000 
I.OLST 136 0f,0133 SC. GCEEIC NCS O2 CILW14ASIV4 2Z.080 8.000 
-ce 9oie 
14 16 1 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 505721040 SO. FT 
REFL 7011354 IN. 
REFS 1230.0140 IN. 
XNRlp 1266 .0040 IN. 
YHRI 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0904 IN. 
SCALE 10.vo000 PERCNT 
PAGE 6 
DLSWT TEST 138- LEADING EDGE FILLET(STRAKE) EFFECT
 










-. 0 - - -A l-
----- ----- --- -----......-- - - - - ---

Zz 







10 0 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 IS Is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
A74 SET SY%.20L C4;cATctJ cCFI BETA SIRAE REFERENCE INFOrNATrON 
(lCJUIs&) oSwr 136 f 5.1335 C. GENERIC MCR 02 S18144A$7V4 O.090 .0r0 REFS 50,57.0040 SQ. FYQ
ItrcNEl, ' OLSWT 13$ 0.0,33 SC. GENERI1C HCR 02 B1I44ASTV4 -2,900 0.000 rEFL- ?v UC...04 IN. 
I*TCNG31I CLSI47 158 0.0,335SC. GEtJEqIC HC- 02 D'BI44ASTV4 0.0o0 6.000 REFS 125.0040 IN. 
I 7CC.:2) SLEW14TI0 0.13133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 C5614A57V4 -2.890 .10 XNRF 1266.0134V IN. 
- ---- -----
DLSWT TEST 138- LEADING EDGE FILLET-ISTRAKE) EFFECT
 
-- " - Tir-- , , t -r-_-- '
 







--- ---- - - .-... -. .-,
;.,; -----------,-- - +-,.,._. 
­
C'i 
::. ­rT '--, 

-- ---,.- -- - :
---.- - --
, ­
-o -4 .0 2: a 2 4 6 a 10 1g 14 16, i 8 -2 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SfsBcA. CO'GURATCtN DESCRIPTIONJ SETA STRAKE REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
ICTCNO4E) C) v-Sgr 138 0.0133 5C. GEUSFIC MCI, 02 SIBW4ASTV4 0.000 0.000 REFS 5057.11040 I-Q. FTI Trllo?) 1A ;LSWT 138 5:G133 SC. 6ENERIC NCR 02 BI6WASTV14 -2.900 0.000 REFL 791.00U2. IN.CCN.I DLSVTf 1380 00133 SC. GENERIC OCR 02 B144TV4 0.000 8.000 REFS 1230.0040 IN.
-.0 J :L T 134 .013 5C. oENerIC NCR 0Z 5104A3TV4 2.880 8.00' XMRF 1266.0045 IN. 
YNRF 0.0001) -IN. 
Z$RF 163.000)4 IN. 
Cab013 SCOLE 190.0v00 PE-CT 
PAGE 8 
-----------
DLSWT TEST 138- LEADING EDGE FILLET(STRAKE) EFFECT
 
.O°6 . . . 
Lii 
fl 





< IL [zI xI 
10 - - - J 
(4 - - I ll 1 
I26 ^MR 4 IN, 
C.I8 
0-04 :0:N. 10 
REEBP 23.0000 IN. 
ZNRE 163.0004 1"N.
SCALE 1110.v000 ErCNT 
PAGE 9 
DLSVT TEST 138- LEADING EDGE FILLET(STRAKE) EFFECT
 















0 -. 006 
-J
 I ..--- - -----­
0 
-. 020 -8 -G -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA'SET s78ioy CO,FIOUFATCJ DESCRIFTION SWrA95 

flC;95%CLSWT 13S V.6133 SC. CE4EFIC HR 02 BIRIASTV4 8.Ou2 






14 Is 18 20 20 
REFERENCE INFORItATION 
REFS 505?.04C $Q.ST. 
REFL 7DI.0054 IN. 

































- a -a - -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 ±2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET s5S-S:t CCf rFJ&aTlCI4' DESCRIPTItN STRAKE 
IPO.4C631 Cf ST 158 0.0133 SC. UE"ERIC HCR '2 SIDW4ASTV4 8.gnu 
ICN046) LS I 738 5.0133 SC. 6ENERIC HCR 02 SIVW4ASTV4 0.000 
14 L6 18 20 22 
REFEREflCE'INFORIATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
REFL 701.01,04 IN. 
REFS 1250.0040 IN. 
XMRp 1266.040 IN. 
YMRiP 0.0000 IN. 
ZmRr 163.0 04 IN. 
'CAL' 100.0000 ERCNT 
PAGE i I 






















-10 -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 g2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SXDOL ELEVTR PARAMETFIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 2
- 3EtD0 pA r 0.18 BETA 0.90U DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 5057.2040 SQ.FT. 
- 2 5. LODE. - 30100v RODE - 30.000 RCNoDO - 3(000 RCNo.T - 200o REFL 701.0D04 IN.0 
10.015 LIKE - 30.0,0 RINE - 30.0iV RCN036 - 10.000 RCN;,31 0.9 REFS 1236.6040 IN. 
XMRF 1266.094, IN. 




ChTA HIST. CCE H 
LNLSWT i38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTVA' (RCN038) 03 MAR 71 PAGE 12
 
DLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
5 - -- --- - - - -- ­










- 4 - a1 a0 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 29 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYIIE5L EtEVTR Fj~tANEIRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFPORMATIONS- 30.C0 ACV 1.180 BETA ttOOO OATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 5057.V04V SQ.FT. 
- 20.ZO3 LvC~ - 3150 ROBE - 3.510 RCN038 - 30.U'30 RCN'J57 -2'J.000 REEL 7Di.0004 IN. 
1000 LINE - 30.000 RINlE - 30.00C RCN03G - 10.010 RCN03I 0.000 REFS 123J.00U4U IN. 
-- . 00'R .00 IN. 
ZHRF- 163.DVD4 IN. 
SCALE A00.00D, r:RCNT 
VAIA NISh. COVE Im 
CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBWAAS1V4 CPCNO3S) 03 MAR 71 PAGE 13
 






6 8 1 0 i2 14 1- 22 
- - - 8 G -6 - -04 - 2 0 2 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
srnfOL £ LrvTR ARA MTRC VALUES ATA SOURCE REFER N CE NF RIIATION 
2 - 30.000 L l 0.180 ErA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 5057.0040 5s.
-CN -o -. IN.REFL 701.0004 ­
- 0.000 L-1£ - 3-AO O O SE - 3-.000 O3S - oo - ooo2 
5YBLErTRPRMTI VALUES DATAS SOURCE Y*R 0.0000 IN.OHTo - 0.005 f 50o000 INE - RNOSG - 10.000 RN OSI .000 XRP 123.040 IN. 2Li - 3s.0oo EEB 66.2 I .o
-

Z'RP 163.0004 . 
SCALE 100.0000 r:RCNT 
DATA H$JT. CODE m* 
DLSWT 238 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 CRCN038) 03 MAR 71 PAGE 14
 
BLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
-f ­wi I I2I I 1 [I_ 
w














LL .006 x 
- -G -4 -2 0 2 4 a 10 12 14 10 143 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sy.";OL F-t. PAI4IET9ZC VALUES REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
Q ' .61 6ETA v1.091 STRAKE S.0J0 REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT.
REFL YEI1.L104 IN. 
REVS 123a.0540 [N.
XmRF 1266.0540 IN. 
ZNRF 163.13004 IN.: 
CA. 411.C'E FSCALE log .01300 rPRCNT 
CLSWT1 '38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SIBW4ASTV4 CFCN031) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 15
 
DLSWT TEST la8- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
Li1 




Q ' -- cs -- - -- - - - L IH I I l I1 II 1 
----- u---------.....
 
[ -L -* - - 1 I I I 1 1 
OT 






ANGLE OR ATTACK. ALP'HA. DEGREES
 
511-aO L .Ah PARANET[RIC VALUES . RCFaRENcE UNFORNATIOH 
o .100 LEIA 0.000 S$hAKE 8.00 EF O7.34 S r
 
REFS 5230.0040 IN. 
X$RP 1206.004.0 IN.
 
YMRP 0.0000 IN.ZNRP IC3,0O00 INT 
ST-SCALE 10.000 ECNT 
ZLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 R1BW4ASTVA CECNo3I) 23 MAR 71 PAGE iS 

















D- o- - -- -- ­
-0.0 
-. 9 .05 .10 .15 .20 .25 - .30 .35 .40 .45 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
SrMeOO ELEVTR FARANETRIC VALDEZ DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION2 30 "AcI 0.18 CETA V.191 DATASET ELEVTR DATASET ELEVTR REFS 5157.0040 SQOST. 
- kv.0u LOSE - 3q.51 R0E - 30.091 RCN08 - 35.009 RCN37 - 20.000 REFL 701.004 IN. 







CAT' HIST. COVE MN 
OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 9IBW4ASTV4 CRCN038) 03 MAR 71 PAGE 17'
 














. 10 .05 . 0 0 0.* . - . 0 - . 1 5 - . - 0-. 5 -. 0 '°35 . 0 . 15 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
Sr,4Dct ELEJTR rAflA,4TRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-G l~0 t 0.180 EETA 0.000 DATASET ELEVTR ATASET ELEVTR REFS 5057.0040 Sa.FT.2 

REFL 701.00 IN. 
I'.O. LN IE EN03&-1.0 RNI 0.4IN .0 REFB i230.0040 IN. 
-20.000 LOPE - 30.000 ROPE - 30.000 RCNCSS - 30.000 RCNOI7 - ao.ooo 
YNRF 
0.0P ST6A0E 9.00, 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
-3.0 100 
SCALE 100.0000 'rENTAAHS.C 

OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 212W4AS1V4 CRCNO38) 03 MAR 71 PAGE 18
 

















" F10 -- 0 - 6 -4 -a 0 2 4 6 8@ 0E 12 14 Isg 16 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMSOL CoNrFIURATICN OESCPIPTJQt4 
CC O) Q CLSWI 15S 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4AST 4 
ITCI V39) i CLSET 130 ,.B133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B184ATV4 
Tc:CI(31 I DL&W 156 0.0133 SC. OcIlErIC HCR CZ BIGWISTV4 











REFS 5057.004LI S ,FT. 
REFL 701.0004 IN. 
AEFO 1230.0040 IN. 
XNR' 1266.0040 IN. 
YFI4RF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRp 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.0000 PErCNT 
PACG 
PAGE 19 
DLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
F< .005 -- LI -1 1if..iiii 
LIL
 












-4 - =:, = 2 4 6 8, '_ 1-6 




- - - -G- - - 1 4 6 1 D 2
 
AN#LE OF ATTACK +
ALPHA. QEGREES
 
OATA SET SY10L CONrzcUPATIC4 O9SCRIPTI0N ELEVTR 8ETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 (T6438) Q CLSWI 138 0o0133 SC. OCENRIC NCR 02 B6184AS1V4 -30.000 
 U.000 REFS 50S7.0040 SQ.FT.
TCO39) L4 CLSWT 136 0.0233 SC. 6EHERIC NCR 02 V1I44AS1V4 -2.901 REFL 711.0064 IN.(TCNO13 OLS4T 136 0.0133 SC. OENERIC HCR 02 $13dAS1V4 0.000 0.000 REFS 1930.004V 
 IN.
 
OTC-43.PLSWT 13S 9.0133 SC. (ENERIC HCR 02 OIBI4ASTV4 
-2.880 XRPP 1266.0040 IN. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
ACn 0 SCALE A100.0[100 20 
PAGE 20 













-. 05 LdL 
-r.i'033U L1r13003 C E4fl C 20046V 3.0 .0 
a-00 6 -- 2 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CIATA SET SYAO,- CCN;FIGURATICN CESCRIFTION ELEVTR BETA 
I TCI 53a) Q VL5.T 130 0.0133 SC, GCOErIC HCR OZ 01OW4ASTY4 -30.000 0.000 
CTCNG390I PLST 133 G.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SIBW4ASTV4 -2.9o 
7CN031I CLST 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCF 02 OIW4ASTV4 0.000 0.0o 




16 Is 20 R2 
REFEfRENCE INFORHAT1ON 
REFs 5057.00G40 Q.rT. 
REFL 701.0CV4 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XMR* 1206.U40 IN. 
YmRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZRP 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.0000 rERCNT 
PAGE 21 
- - -
- - - - -
-
- --- - - -
-




DLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER . .---------­



























uJ .20 --- --- --- --­
- T - -- ---
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5,EAB75'SOL CaW16,tlATIc GESCRIFTIC@?t LOSE RODE LIN;E RINE REFCrENCE INFO RMATION 
UC.3) 0 OLSWT, 1S 0.0153 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 016144A3TV4 / -30.00{ -30.000} -30.00 -30.00'i REPS 5057.040 5S*T. 
3,; otsT NCR 02 0.000O 0.000 REFL 701.0-004 IN.(PI B¢crcnL 13$ 0.0,33 SC. OEC.ERIC BISW4ASTVZ O.000 0,000 R-- - - - -0- 0 4 0 i N,- 1--

XHRS 1266.00]40 IN.yMRp 0.0---- IN. 
ZNRP ±634)0J04 IN. 
SSCALE 1004.1000 rERONT 
; AC4 0.100 
PAGE 22
 
DLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 C lel I I I ' I Il II 
K I 
c I-III-  I- I ---I 
.004 
-l :L -1 -­
CD--t--02 
H-.O |l11II~llA ll11111. ..... 111111li
 
-. 00-Ole - -iff 
-­
z1 -. -41 l 
fI BBB ,_£ * t 1I 
- ........... 13 9 

REF 12.008 IN. 
"1 ... ... SCALE 10 .0 u N
OF ATTAC23ALPHA DEGREES PEANGLE 

NCR 02 -30.00( - ,0g REFS S0.FT. 
(Ft hD1 Ls tr 138 0.0±33 SC- LENERIC NCR 02 O16[4ASTV4 0.00(1 0.000 0.00( 0.000 REFL 7GG014(1 IN. 
'rCN038) fl CLSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC SBIASTV4 3S 30.00 -30.000 5057.0040 
REFB 1230.01. IN. 
XMRF 1266.0041 IN. 
YNRF (1.00(0 IN. 
ZNEF 163.WDA IN. 




- - - - - - --- - - - -
















< 002 - - - - - - - - -- - - - - ­
-
Ln 
.001- - - - - - - - -
F I 









- s - --
 --4 -- 4 - 8 10 12 14 16- -8 2- 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
0474 SET S¥ flOL CONFIGURATICJ DCSCPFPTXInC383 J DLSJT 13 LOSE ROBE
0.03 C. GNRIC HCR O IWASTV -30.00- -300 -30LINE -- RII9C0- REFERENCE INFORNATIONFT.- .--.
 
(PO'03SI) L CLS,41 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 515w44STV4 B 0.000 [OD - 0.000, FREFL 0I740I 4 IN., O 

REFO 1230.0040 IN.
INR0 1266.0040 IN. 
YNR- 0.000- IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 






















-%0 - -6 4 -Z 0 2 4 a a 10 12 14 16 Is 20 20. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
51V30L ELEV IF PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORI4ATION 
- DHAl 0.Is, SET, 0.009 CATASEI ELEVIR DATASET ELEVIR REFS 5051.0040 SQ.FT. 
-20,0 LC15E O.v00 ROSE '3.vov NCNO43 - 30.000 RCNO42 - 20.000 REFL 701 .0004 IN. 
2 
O.v RC01 1230.0040 IN4.
Q 0.0130 LlNE - 30.000 RINE - 5000R0.000 .00xtfp eP ±266.UC4o IN.
 




SCALE 100.0000l PLRCIIT 
PerEREf.CE FILE 
Du-SWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 CRCNO43) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 25 
ULSWT TEST 138- PARTIAL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
j 1 1 :1 

-- I I MIN 
t -. 05 tIt 
LI-
IL -- ­ -I 
L-3
 





.. j - -e .4 -2 ii L 4 6 8 IS 12 14 IS is 20 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SysloL ELVTR PARAI45TRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
5.100 
, 
0.000 O ELEVTR ELEVTR
.51 0 SET ATOSET OATAStT REFS 5057.11040 " FT. 
-

Z9.1350 LOSE 0.000 Ros1 0,000 RCN043 - 303.000 RCN04Z - 20.000 REFL 701.0004 IN. 0 .000 L tNE - 3V.000 RINE - 30.000 RCN01 0.000 REFS 1266.0040 IN.XNRP 1266.00340 IN. 
STR r,E 8.000 AILRC, 0.)00a YNRP 0.OWL IN. 
zERE 163.0004 IN. -
RERENC L VILE SCALE ID.0000 PRCNT 
,SWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 (RCN043) 26 FES 71 PAGE 26
 
-- -










-j a IS 4 z2 z -* 4 a 10 12 14 50 1e cc 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
RTEFERENCEFILE 
SYM.2 - ELECVTF 3S.110 'A ."_ FARAMETRIC VALUES 0.180 BETA U.00 D.TASET DATA SOURCE ELEVTR ' DATASET ELEVTR REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 5S57.004 SO.FT, 
- 20.* LOrE 0.000 ROSE 0.0011 RCNO4 - 30.000 RCN42 - 20.000 REFL 701004 IN. 
















ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALS0 3E.0000 ,'ERCN7 
J)LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTVI fRCN043) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 27 
























1- 12 14 6 18 20 2
o -- -- -4 - - 2 4 6 

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Sy8MC AYAETPIC VALUES .RFRNEINFOIMATION
 
BoBO.OGBEA" OE .DORCIFS 505?.0041 $G.FT.
 LREF 701,0044 IN. 






Z14RP 163.0004 IN, 
SCALE IOOAOCO P RCNT 
DATA rnsr. COVDE op 
AIba:'J 43004 
PLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HOR 02 BIBW4ASTVA CFCNQ3I) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 28
 



























ATTC- LP-- - - - -
0 l S 
1: 


























_g.5.on .05 .10 .15 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 
ORAG COEFFICIENT. CO
 
Sy. OL ELEVTA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORHIATION 
- v.0 5 AC 1,180 BETA 6.109 DATASET ELEVTR VATASET ELEVTR REFS 5057,VD40 SG.FT. 
- 5.w LODE 0.050 ROSE 0.000 RCN043 - 30.00n RCN042 - 20°000 REFL 701.000, IN.REFI 




STF"CZ S. 5D AILFCN V.vu 
 YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 183.0004 IN. 
FE FI 
 SCALE 100.0900 FERCNT
 
FOLS'T !38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 91BW4ASTV4 (RCN043) 26 F~e 71 PAGE 30 





















.9 0 -is .10 .05 .00 -% a°5 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
SYpa-_ ELEVTR PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-3po.%r '4AW-_ U.10D 85TA 0.90i DATASET ELEVTF DATASET ELEVTR REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
- 2. 119 LODE n.avu ROSE 0.00D RCN043 - 30.001i RCN144 - 20.000 REFL 701.0004 IN. 
I.D59 LINE 3D000O RINE - 50.09 ECN031 OGaREFS MF 122U.OU40 2a00U 
IN. 
t 
ST7A.E 8.005 AILR 4 0.001 YMRP
z-RP 0.0000163.004 I".IN. 
R.rt0Z.! FILE .CALE 1--0..0 -. 3RCNT 
DLS-T 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BBW4ASTV4 RCN043) 26 FEB 71 PAGE 3N 













-°: 0 - - .4 2 0 2 S .0 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
TA SET SYNSOt COPIGURATIcN OECRIFT c* AILRa4 0ETA 
CRCN031) I 015±7 ±38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 81814445TV4 0.000 0.000 
£CHn4co, CLSWI 130 ±3.0133 SC. GEIJCRIC HER 02 0I1,44A$TV4 -±5.000 -2.080 
c(4CaNc± 0C5$4T 136 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 813144A5TV4 -15.001 0.000 
(EC'4041 015±4T 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 B1IJ4ASTVA -5.COO 0.00 
14 16 58 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORS4ATION 
REFS 5057.0040 S2.FT. 
flErL Vol.0004 14. 
REFO 1230,040 114. 
XNRF 1266.040 114. 
ZNRP 163.000 IN. 
PAGE 32 
DLSWT TEST 138- ROLL CONTROL POWER

.20 .... 1 T1?fill( 
-' F I' II 








g -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 a a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
14 Is Is 20 22 
CATA SET SrM6Csc CC'OFIOURATICN DESCRIFTION 
(AC1;3 ) CLSWT 138 U.0133 SC. EPOERJC NCR O BISW4A$TV4 
CRCL,g)G.SWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC flCR 02 618NWA5TV4 
IRCNC4It C CLSWlr 133 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B15'I44ASTV4 













REFS 5057.r040 SQ.FT. 
REFL 701.01304 IN. 
REFB 120.0040 IN. 
XMRP 1266.0040 IN. 
YNRF 0.01300 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE iv.O.UU90 ERCNT 
PAGE 33 




















-6 -4 -2 1 0 8 4 BETA 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPFA, DEGREES 
CC*4F10URATIC# OESc8ItTI O N AL('gT4EFRN 
0LST 130 0.13133 SC. GENFRIC NCR 02 BISW4ASTV4 13.000 0.000 
OLSWT 138 0.013 SC. SENERIC NCR 02 5W4A$TVA -±5.000 -2.880 
OLS(41 138 0.0132 SC. GENERIC 4CR 02 BIS4ASTV4 -(5.0(3 0.1)13 













































.0.3.10 .15 .0.5.30 .35 .40 .45 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD
 
CATA SET SYM'BOL COFIGURATIIN ESCRIPTICIN AILRIl BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCI.31) Q DLSI 138 O8.013 SC. GENERIC "CR 02 BZISAASTV4 0.000 0.000 REPS 5051.0040 SQ.FT. 
RCHn'so dl OLST 130 0.0133 SC. O9tCRIC CR 02 SIBSWASTV4 -15.0G0 -Z.080 REFL 701.1"04 IN.
 
(RCNZSI) OLSWT 130 C.5133 SC. G NERIC HCR 0 StBW4ASTV4 -15,000 0.000 REPS 1230.0041 IN.
 






IACH ,.tau SCALE O0.0000 rRCNT 
PAGE 35
 












20 19 . 05 .0 -05 -. 10 -. 15 -120 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
D T- SET ISOL C, FIGURAII DESCRIPTION AILRON IETA 
C%}0 DSWT 130 0. 13 3 SC. GENE91C NCR OZ 51SWIASTVI 0.000 0.00 
lgcl zo) WLT 130 V.133 5C. GENERIC HCR 02 BI0W4A5TV4 -15.ouo -Z.880 
1 51.7DS 135 V0133 SC, GENERIC HCR 02 0lVV4ASTV4 -15.0,0 0.001, 
(C' Ij -'USWTV 1 6 U."I133 SC. GENERIC htCR 'Z DIBV4ASTV4 -5.000 V.o U 
.2 H 1 .1 0 
-. 25 -. 30 -.35 
REFERENCE INFORMJATION 
EF 05.04 Q.T 
REFL 701.00 IN. REFSB 2004 N 
XHRP L266.0040 IN. 
YURP D.oOav IN.Z-R0 163.004 IN. 
SCALE 10-.000 FERCNT 
PAGE 36 
DLSWT TEST 138- ROLL CONTROL POWER
 
LLI -. 04 	 L L 
Lai 
--	 --- i l mI L 
n -.-- --	 - -j-­
w 	 it 
0.-- ---------­m 
I, 	 I I--------­
,< 
.100 t 1 1 i 	 I I0m- - -- - - -- :: ::::-@- ---- -- - -- -- ­
L.d 
- 1------- ------ -.- I6 510 	 E' 0 o I 
-a08-- 6 - 4- ----2 0 -- -4 6 1--	 6 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
5"¢MMA H ARAMEI'C,VALUVES 	 REFI RCNCC INFORMATION 






YHR 1266.0j4V IN. 
YMRP 0 000 in.ZR4 1630004 IN:
 
DATA MIST. CODE 4p 	 I PE-OOD1-	 SCALE 
:BW4ASTV4




-- - -- -
- - - - - -
- -------- 
--- - -------- -- ---- -- 
--
- -----
DLSWT TEST 138- ROLL CONTROL POWER
 
II-- I U - L
-- L:Ilu---------­
-





- - - -- . . 








0 -. 012 
STAA v AILRV--- I59VRr I10o N 
-.. 012o - G -G -4 -2 0 2 .4 0 $ 10 12 ±4 ±0 ±0 20 22 
-. 0.04 REF INANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMB _ HACH PARAHETRIC VALUES REFEBENCE INrORNArION 
o -.16 LOSE - 50.000 ROBE 0205 REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
RE8 ±2313.0040 IN. 
XIIRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YNRr 0.ODO IN.ZNRP 163.,04 IN. 
OAI Nz$7. C ~x ;SCALE o0.0o0 PERCNT 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BLRW4ASTVA (PCN04I) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 38
 
- - - - -








E 1 . 0 








° 10 8a 6 - 4 V' 2 4 6 5 in 12 14 1 G to 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
J¢  
srpmx MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM4ATION 
1) V1a 1.' E - 35.10 ROIR 0.9.10 REFS 5057,0ulti S I.T 
STAA(E 81vol AILACH - 16.000 REFL ?01.0004 IN: 
REFS 1230,0040 10, 
XMRF 1966:0040 IN: 
133NEC pc0.C1357AMO zrFCAE  007.oO00004 IN2 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 CPCN0413 23 MAP 7-! PAGE 39
 




---- ---- ---- ---- ---- --- ----------
---------------------- 
--------
DLSWT TEST 138- ROLL CONTROL POWER
 

















8 -1 2 0 It4 6 t0 i 12 14- 16 18 20 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYHrS MACM PARAI4ETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INPORLIATION 
o P.:eS D T 00o0 ROSE 0.000 REWS 5D57.0040 SG.FT. 
0.DOD STRAt E 8.000 R FL 701.00 CM. 








D0TA C9IST, RCE 5F 
DLSWf 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 CGCN03I) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 40 
---- 
--- -------
-- - - - - - - - - -
















*~~- -4 -- - -- - - -- 2 6 1- -1 L -~ 0 -- --± 
- -.	 XNR I2Ecow 
tMR.0F 	 0.0 0 I N. 
0 40cr 12<C	 I f. 
-a 4 -2 a 4 	 in 14 I6 202 	 s 19 is 2E,< 	 ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SfMBOL ACH FAAETFIC IALUCS REERENCE INFORMATION
 
FINE 0059 ST9AKE a,0wo 	 REFL 701.0004 IN. 
XMRF 1266 0040 IN,
 




CATA MIST. 	 COOE 4F SCALE 100.0090 ERCNT 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B1BW4ASTV4 CGCN03I) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 41
 















fl .031300 5 
.­






-8a*D02G - 6 --4 --2 a 2 4 8 - 14 16 18 20 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, AIPHA, OEGREES 1
 
A¢
5YHOL PARAMETRIC VALUES/ REFERENCE INFORMlATION
 















REFG 123 0040 ;N: 
XMRPYRP 1266.00400.0000 IN.IN. 
DATA IST. C ZMRPSCALE 163.OOOA001.5000 IojN.FE 
OLfiWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC" HCR 02 RlBW4ASTV4- (GCN031) -23 MAR 71 PAGE 42 
DLSWT .TEST 138- ROLL CONTROL POWER

• iflit I I I I I I I it 	 ffIiI I 
co 	 I I I 
- 7 if 
Ld 
04 




LLI' u-it;,?li, 	 lI,II lI, it, I
F -o 
-n --- ---	 - -- ----- - --- - . -.-------­< 	 i III I I II I
,CU 	 IIII -
H H-" III 	 II,,,,,I I,-,,
0Li- --- - -II--I' " ---- , 
-. 0055 	 I I III 
--G-	 2-a 4- a InH 1- 1- 1 ,,,, 
SSoL PARAMIETRIC VALUES IACH 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o 	 0430 SeTA U0000 ROSE U.900 REFS 51J57.VU40 SQ.FT. 
STRAKE $.us, REEL 701.0004 IN. REI I30 0040 INXRF I Z6.0040 IN: 
YN -a I0000 IN. 
TReF 1631,004 IN. 
SCALE 100.0000 PERCNT VATA H1ST. C 3F 






DLSWT TEST 138- ROLL CONTROL POWER
 





DU014 - - -- ­
- - - - - - - - --








1- j-,T- -. 7-0­
--0 - ­
- 0000 - - - - - - ­
< ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYXIOL I'AOI PARiAHETRIC VALUES REflr NCE XNFOIATWON









DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 816W4ASTv4 (HCNO3I) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 44
 



























o -. 0040 
-6 -z - 0 2 4 6 8" 10 12 14 16 18 20 Z2 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
5YMOt. MACH PARAlETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q 0.16D CDT. D.000 ROBE 0.001, 	 REFS 5057.9'40 SQ.FT. 
STFAKE 6.000 	 RErL 701 .0004 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 In: 
XNRi 1266.0040 IN. 
YNRp 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 163.0004 IN. 
SlTX MIST. cca F SCALE IO0.O0O FERCNT 
fLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B1BW4ASTV4 (HCN03I) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 45
 
- - -- 
- -






























*- - - - - - 4 - 2 0 -0 4 6 -- 12 4 - - - ­0 16 

ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SEI SyRSCL C.YOF1GURAT1C4 ESCRIPTIC4 AIIRON BETA .REFERENCE INFCRHAATION 
LICNO03I) OLSWT 138 12.0133 SC. GENFRIC NCR 02 BIBI44ASTVA 0.00 0.000 REFS 5057.040 S.2.F1.Vc t~ 0c ,2) LS T =2,8:0133 . GNERI C NR 02 -15,:0 RE L 44580.- SC 818=4ASTV4 ?71.-L- N.
 
-
(TC,.0cl 1 2L5147 138 0 0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIE'4IASTVA -15.000 0.0D0 REEB 4230.0240 114.
 
O IT . L517 150 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BISI44ASTV4 -5.000 0.000 XNRF 1266.0040 IN.
 
ZZ-RF 163.0004 IN. 
'ACI' 1.:$0 SCALE 100.0000 FjRCNT 
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I- -. 1 +-,-F­
-. 020 .,..---II-, 
z 
-60 -a -o -4 -2 0 9 4 6 8 10 12 1"4 1 18 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SYNSO CC.#FjGUATI* GESCFIPTIN AILRON BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CTC1331) 0 DLSI4 138 00.Z3 SC. ENEIC HCR O 5IBI4ASTV4 0.005 0.001 REFS 5057.0040 SG.FT. 
'Trcfl0) L LSW 130 5.0133 SC. GENtRIC HCR 02 SBI4ASTY -15.000 -2.880 REFL 701.0504 IN, 
(Tch504 P OLST 538 0.5133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 1BDW4ASTVY -15.000 0.000 REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
CT0504J) L LSWT 138 5.5133 SC, OENERIC HCR 02 BILW4ASTV4 -5.000 0.000 XIRF 1260.0040 IN. 
YNRP U.0000 IN. 
ZHRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE ±o0.000 FERCNT 
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-so -a - -4 -2 G 2 4 6 8 1a 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET Syfl'0. CyFjr1UnATICV DtSCRIeTIw AILR14 VTA 
4TC"N31) I CLST 136 0.D153 SC. GCNERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 0.009 0.000 
T0104 ) CLS4T 138 0.0133 SC. G NLRIC HCR 02 S1Bq4ASTV4 -15.00u -2.889 
tTC.041) OLSWT 13$ 0.0233 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BISW4ASTV4 -15.000 0.000 
lTCH0)4 " CLSWT 138 0.,133 SC. GEEFIC NCR 02 BIe4ASTV4 -5,000 0.0011 
MACH 5.10 
14 16 18 20 22 
EFERENCE INFORMIATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
REFL 701.004 In. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XHRP 1266.6040 Im. 
YMRP 0.0100 IN. 
ZHRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 160.0 0 FERCNT 
PAGE 48 


























-6 -4 -2 0 2 A 6 0 IV l2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
COFIGURATIt CESCrIFTIC$ 
VOLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 VIA 
CLSWf 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B1AW8V4 
CLSI 238 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIC 
Z--LSf 138 0:0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 8ICWSV4 
14 16 Is D za 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
REFL 791.1U4 IN. 
REFS 1230.0041i IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YMRF 0.100 IN. 
ZMRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100,0000 E CNT 
PAGE 49 





- - - - - ---
-- --- -- --
- - - - - - - - -
---- - - - -














a--a - -4 - 2 0 z 4 
+ 

DAT S;ET 51.]It 







TT-ITT I IT. I 1 1 I 1 1- 11 
-----: -----













+H+'IIIII+ - - - ­
- .L+I-------- - ­
- - - 't I- -I1-]-I-­
-

--- -- l l l l ------ - - - -- - ­





6 a 1. Z 14 
ANGLE OF'ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CO FICUnArIO DESCRIPTION 
LS W,'16 ,0133 C RIC HC H 0,2 IA
. GE N+E 

CLS;4T 13e 0.11133 SC, GLF.gIC "CR 02 VIAWSV4: 

CLSW4T 136 0.51233 SC. GENERIC Hcq 02 SI 





16 8 R 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 







XmRP 1Z66.00d4o in. 
VMRF -0O.00DUO IN;. 
ZMRP 163J,0004 IN. 
SCALE oot]DJ iD. PERCN T 
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-I0 -0 -O -4 -2 0 2 A 0 a 10 12 14 16 ±0 20 72 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBSO CCUFtOURATIJ DESCRIFTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRChI13 DLSWT 138 ['.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIA REFS 50571040 SQ.FT. 
(RCNO59, CLSWT 138 [0133 5C. GENJERIC HCR 02 SIAWBV; REM. 701004 IN. 
dRCN62) 9 OLSWT 136 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCP O sIC REF5 1230.0040 IN. 








N1 noGOT daJHZ 
N1 a CCU Ia d13NA
 
*NI 5froo99ZT t113N 
 ZO2 BDH
wx' 20 3N3O ' S £QW.G, OCT ±151 f (S~ld
*NJ Ma-lseeT S233 
 jrg 20 13K )I13N25 'DS £500GS CTr Imi (25d23u)
*NI flova Tot 14Z3H fAGMYZG 20 112K 2[112N3 )5 CfWOJ 951 ItIlO U 
*14~S OcCO~gC 00 132$ 21137139 2DS MaTIVO CT ±1510 ) (r12)5fl13VTs 

N0IIVN10JN1 32N3833Sfl 





i3]JJ3 ~ 3J31NI-c 
~ ~ si ) 





















.0510 .1D .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -°o -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
CAT, SET SyFmbOL CC14FIOURATIONDESCRIFTICI REFERENCE MrORMATION 
(chcl,01) CLSWT 136 5.0133 SC. GCOERIC NCR 02 SIA REFS 5657.U0t $Q.Fl, 
IpCV150, DLS$I1 35 0o5133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 SIAWSV4 REFL 7 11.B4 IN. 
iR¢H962) ,LSWT 138 G.1,133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 EIC REFS 1230:004, IN:
 
EFC.C1) LS6T 138 OGtM 5C. GENERIC NCR BICWSV4 XmRF 1266.1364, IN.
 




.8 SCCALE 100 . 00 FrRCNT
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DLSWT TEST 138- INCIDENCE EFFECT 



















-e - - 2 2 4 '6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
COJFIGURATI2J CESCIFTZa4 
GLS'4T ±38 0.0133 SC. GLNEREC 4CR 02OSAWAVS 
O LSIJT 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HrR 0? B30 
01.5.41 fl$.0±33 SC. GENERICHCR 02 .314AV5 
18 
0 10 ±2 
ALPHA, DEGREES 
14 ±6 ±8 20 28 
REFERENCE INFORIATION 
5370.000 S, F 
IEFL T60.i'D0 IN. 
REFB 1804 N 
XISRP 1273.0040 IN. 
0.RP 0-1- I . 
ZNRF 214.0004 IN. 
SHCALE 100.,000 FERCNV 
PAGE 54 
DLSWT TEST 138- INCIDENCE EFFECT 
• E 













M -W -8 1 . -C n4 o-- 2 0 8 102 14 1 6 1 0 22 
RXNSS&Z) 
(4.6' 
0LSWT J38 1.5133 SC. GENERIC NCR D2 638 















- - -- - ----- ------
- --
DLSWT TEST 138- INCIDENCE EFFECT
 
- - - - - - -- i ir-­
-I]I 
* - -- -. -- -.-- - - ­
a::: 




- -'­ - - -'
 
- ~~~~~~~~~~~. ... -' ~~~~~- -- ---...-+----+-l---zzll . . -- ,-z 'z:--
. - F+4 4-+ .....- -- -...... -$_ 
- + r--4=::._ 
-_--­
--+--n- ---4 -= -- ,-- --- i----. .. . . 
-0 e £6 -4 a 224 60 1 0 £2 14 10 Is 20 z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET f' c4;EjGU'RATI C DESCRIFTIONSY X' REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ PCN,80,138 00153 GENERIC 02 U3AC OLSWT SC. HCR REFS SZ70.0040 SQ. FTI RClU76, GLSWT 138 9.01S3 SC. GENLRIC NCR 02 SSAW9AV. REFL. 760.0G94 IN.
Pc"062, DLSWT7 33$ 0.0±33 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 S30 REFS 1138.U040 IN.;Rchc&,) I 138 0-133 SC.
ULS'T GENERIC NCR 02 B3EI4AVS XMRP 1275.0040 IN. 
YNRV 0.000 IN. 
Z$Rp 214.0004 I nL. 
PSCALE ?FRCNT105.60 
PAGE 56 


















ensl SET SyaBOL CaWrICURATIC CESCRIF1TJ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IQCNrT) OLST 13B 0*0133 SC. GEIEIC NCR 02 13A REFS 5379.004U SQ. FT 
CO761 a 0LSWT 238 :,C133 SC. GENERIC VCR 02 83AOAVS REFL 760.,(44 IN. 
(RCUOSZ) VLSWT138 0.0133 SC. OENERIC PC. 02 OJO REFS 1138.0.40 IN. 
(2f30o) OLSW7 13Z U iGI33 SC. GENERIC OCR 02 83819AV5 XMRP 1273.0940 IN. 
YMRP 0.000 IN. 
ERE 214.0D04 IN. 
SCALZ P 0.0000 'ERCNT 
PAGE 5 7 

















-0.5 .2 .25 -.10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -.,15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 "-.5 
1PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
CAT SET SYHaCC CC I IGVRATICV VIESCRIFTICV REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SQ. FT
 
:ACN140) DSwi 136 " 0133 SCO, ENRIC NCR 02 53A 

.CN ?6) M.1 136 0,O133 SC: GENERIC NCR OZ S3AWAV5 REFL 760.99U4 IN. 


























-0 * I 
°0 -- 0 4 -2 0 4 6 a to 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
GTA S r zOL CCWIGUlATIN DOCSCRIFTIOa 
CECN!13) fl DLSWTI 36 1L°5133 SC. QENE6IC 4C O2 SIA 
erCc,0291 01S.1 130 0.6133 SC. ENERC HCR 02 SIA6V4 
DC1SWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENEnIC 1CR 02 BI 
tfllts') j LS.47 13S 0.0133 SC. (TENEITIC MCR 02 szgsVA 
ACIi 0 ISOSCALE 
14 16 18 20 22 
REFERENCE INrOJMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SO.FT. 
REFL 701.094 IN. 
REFS i230.004-1 IN. 
XHRP 1266.0040l TN. 
YNRp 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
00.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 59 
DLSWT TEST 138- BODY NOSE RAMP EFFECT 


















- - ­ ---­
7- - ­ -
1 
--.-
- - - ­ - ­
u - - - - - - - ­ - - - ­ -D-Z -6 1-- - -





~ANGLE OR ATTACK. ALPHA. 
SYNEOL CaJrrGURATc*I OESCR1?TCt 
Cl CLSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIARES 
DLSIST isa 0033 SC GENEIC NCR 02 02 
.j" OL t4T iso 0.0133 SC. GEERIC CR 02 R24&Y4 
C 1
r.1 5 - ----
DEGREES 
REENCE jNFO~kIATI ON 
55.00 SFT 
RE 004 N 
XREF~xR i0266.0041 IN. 
YNRr- 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 163.004 IN. 
SCALE trGfl.C.0wrRcNY 
DLSWT TEST 138- BODY NOSE RAMP EFFECT
 





- U-- _ 	 -- -- --.--
I'D -0 -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a in 12 14 Is is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA $E7 SYEOL C..iIOURTIcN CESMtFTIQ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
4E CU3CLSW. 13$ 0.2333 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 51A REFS 50J57,00403 5.FT. 
(PCii021CIA DLSWT 138 13.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIAWSVJ FEFL 71.0534 IN. 
31 OL" rE~o 1230,00451 IN.VSIT S 131313 $C. GENERIC HCR O2 02 
IRCI.135?I CLSWT 138 5:0133 SC. GENERIC HCh C-2 8tW3V4 	 XN4RF 1266,00403 IN. 
YmRF 0100053 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.0003 PERCNT 
PAGE 5 1 


















, FcNo 7) 
Sy9SOL 
5 .10 .15 .2 .25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
CX FIGRATI t, CESCRIPTION 
OLSWT1 136 9.0133 SC. OENERIC HCR 02 DIA 
LSlIT 136 5.1,133 SC. GENERIC HCF OZ BIAWEV4 
VLSWT 136 0.0133 SC. OEHERIC Ha OZ D2 
OLSWT 130 VG133 SC. 6ENCRIC lia r O DZWGV4 
.50 .35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.004C SQ.FT. 
R9FL 701.0094 IN. 
REFS 1230.UU40 IN. 
xmrr 126G.U0 4 IN.
Y-R0 0.0 IN. 
ZHRP 163.0094 IN. 
PAGE 62 

















.0 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10. -16 a2 -. 2!5 .30 -. 35 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 





13$ U.0133 SC. GEN2RIC HCR 0Z 61A 







I;CNO53 0LSWT 136 0. 53 SC. GENERIC HCr 02 02 REFO 1230.0040 IN. 
(PCt'05t1 CLSWT 13$ .I133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 02WSV4 XMRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YuIRP 0.0000 TN. 
ZNRP 163.0104 IN. 
SCALE 100.000o F.RCNT 
PAGE 63 










z 1 7 
.02. 
-10 -a -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAY. SET SVM&x CC4ICG1URATIOC DESCRIFTION VETA 
CTCJ5 , C 0L5$4T 138 0.0133 SC. GEt-ERIC HCR 02 52 -2.9501cTn0531 4C)S 130 0.0133 SC. GE"CRIC HCR O2 02 0.000 
7ICNS6 Q CLSdT 13B 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 624CV4 -2.900 
(TCN0I) ,Li T 38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 82,46V4 0.000 
.SeCALE 
14 16 1 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057,9040 So. FT 
REFL 701.0004 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1263.040 IN. 
YIJRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
100.0000 iERCNT 
PAGE 84 
DLSWT TEST 138- BODY NOSE RAMP EFFECT
 
n-- ---------- ----- -- -j --	 11-­- --_ 

..













so a3 - -4 2 o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 Ls 18 g0 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. AL-PHA. DEGREES
 
CAT r YI801 I I jGURArIctI CESCRIFJ ICn IETA 	 REFERENCE INFORZAATINCa 
.18 CLSWT C.0133 Sc- GENCrIC 8CR 02 02 -2.950 	 REFS 5057.0V40 SO. FT
 
TH51 CLSWT 138 0.0133 sc. 61ZNCRTC '4Cn oz s2 11.01i rErL- 701.00[14 IN.
 
f TC056) CLSWT $35 V.9133 SC . GENCFIC 8Cr 02 82.66'4 -2.900 REPS 1230.0940 IN.
 CTC4O9$73 ._ LST $38 0.0,33 SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 82146V4 V.000 	 XMRP 12S3.001.0 IN. 
YmRI 0.000 IN. 
ZNRP 163.0V04 1N. 
SCALE 100.001r. FRCNT 
PAGE 65 
---- -- 
- - - ---- 
I tifDLSWT TEST 138--BODY NOSE RAMP EFFECT
IIfr a
-L- If = 
_
l+ -L -- _"°+I'l III I ,,, ,,, L jLL --i:-+ ­
--H -H'-IW------ im- ----- ­
'C'
 
•~T~~ l'~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --?-+ -+,, ---- - -,+­
--
-i- -- -_- - -. - - L . . . ... 












, - -' -~ Z -- -- -- ---- -- . . .3
 
I -- -' --­• ~~ ~ ~ I~ L; ~I I : ,i --il-;I--I!l-!!-, +lhl ---------------- ­
o: - --------------------­-- ++
 
- . . . . . ..--- ­._ 

- - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -'--- - I











--~~~- ----- - -- --- - - - - - -,-
--- - - -- r--- ,-- -­
----- -- -_-.­







R Frt 1U3 : 000J4 IN.I 
PAGE 66 
DLSWT TEST 138- BODY NOSE RAMP EFFECT 
i0I I I I 




- ..0. . 
> .06. . . .. . . . .i i I iI 
Li 
(0. :11 F -
.10 .f::rht:I4 
1 -1 -6 -4 -2 D a 4 
:jBE 
6 8 to 12 L4 16 18. 20'S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
C TI SET 
(Fc1N53) 
IFC457) 
SOL ('CtFIGUPATII' DESCRIfTION 
0 CLSgT 138 0.D133 SC. GENElC 
I VL5WT 338 0.513 SC. ENCRIC 
HCR 02 B2 
HCR 02 2EW6V, 
PrFERENCE INFORHIIATION 
RCFS 5057.0040 SQ. FT 
RE-L 101 .0UaJ4 IN. 
REPa 1230.0034C IN. 
X$RFYNRF 1963.09400.0fl!3iO IN. PN_ 
ZlIRP 163.00DD4 18. 
aACH 0.185 SCALE zoo .0Goal r.C 
PAGE 67 













-- '. '1 
- -- - -- -­
'A TA 55T 5Y.SOL 
FCtIWS ' 1(Fcu'57}) 
aa------------- -- 2 4 6 a IS 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
COrMFIOURATION VESCalFTIO N 
DLST 3a 1 01313 S . GE ERIC:OCR 02 62 CLSWT 13$ -:0133 $C. IZN.RIC NOR 02 saw6Vl 
C , . 
14 16 is 20 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5DS7.004, Sa. FT 
REFL 7LUI.OL' IN. 
REFS 1230,0040 IN. 
xmrp 1263o:994, IN. 
7MRP 163.UD04 INSCALE 100O O. 00 FR -NT 
PAGE 68 

























DATA SET SYNCC'L 
,eCt,,53) fl 
1 
-a - 4 ~ 2 a 2 4 0 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, 
CC*~rIGUPATICI: CESCrITICN 
0L$T 136 0.0133 SC. GENEFIC HCR 02 BE 




14 16 Is go ZE 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.01145 $0. FT 
REFIL 761 .1-j.4 IN. 
REFS 1230.13049 IN. 
XNRF 1203.13040 IN. 
YNRF a0.vu'0 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
100.0000u PFRCNT 
PAGE 89 















4 6 12 -14 - 6 1 20 2
 
-1 - o 6 --4 -- 0 2 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DAT*A SET sVMSOL CMFJGt,.iT1C OCSCSIFTI(M SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA
LS'T GENERIC HCR
DAN,1 i380.0133 SC. O SIAWSV4 DOCUMENT FOR RCCRCNCE
 
CRCIlZJOIJ a DLSIT JZS C.0$3 SC*CENtRIC UCR 02 81AW5V4 b CHARACTERISTICS
(RCIIOZ3I GLSWT t3O OGI3 C. GENERIC NcR 02 S±A4SV4 
PAGE 70 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
- - - - :A:
'Ir 1 : i	 i- IF fF, 
"'"....' 	 1 '[rh-i--	 hf
I i II iiI 
0 2 ' " 	 I is 2 22 
-L 	 :- :' -1t 
1 0 51 -' -1 ST. I 	 I 1 ; ---­




o - r-	 . .. - -­
"CH4:J ,' ., 1143 4:: : .- I, 	 74ET 	 h 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
T 15 DiSS1 GENCEIC HCR. 02 
LRUGS t SW- I.3 DD-SS SC. GENEI I4CR 02 D/IWgSY4 DOCUME4NT FOR CEFE ENCE 
tRCN~iI OLSL,-4 SC. DIAWSVY4 	 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 
-
(FCND2Z,} Q DLSI;.73500.133 SC. GENERIC HC "i2 2BA t4BV4 CHARACTERISTICS
 














- -D -8 -, 0 4 in le 16 18 20
6 2 2 a I 14 22
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATAt SET SYMBOL CG F1GURATIO€ DESCRIPTIONJ 
SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATAAcI,", I) Q OL30T 138 "r.1,133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SIAW3V49 CuU., O) .CSWT136 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SlAWSV4 DOCUMENT FOR REF-F¢EOCE 
I CNS933 VLSWIT138 S.9J133 SC, GENERIC Hcr 02 BIAWq4BV4 CHARACTERISTICS 
: c"G2$) L- LS t T 23S0 !.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR OR 81417VA 
PAGE 72
 


















DATA SET SYv.OL 
9RC9II) 
cRc01ie3 
(FCN z3) a 
(fpc. 5) . 
.05 .10 .15 " .20 .25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, 
CNFIGUqATIN -ESCRIFTIaI 
CLSWT 138 r."133 SC. GENERIC 4CR 02 61AW3V4 
0LS-4T 136 U.13r SC. GEI:ERIC NCR 02 S1AWSV. 
0LSWT 138 5.5133 SC. GENERIC NCR OZ 5IAV4V4 
LST 13C. 0.5133 SC. GENERIC NCR O2 IALV4 
CD 
.30 .35 .40 .45 
SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 




















-0o5Zt .15 10 .05 .00 -. DS -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 95 -. 30 -3 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
DATA SET SYPBV. CO11LUgATION DESCRIPTION 
(RctlZ ) l-LSWT 138 ".0133 SC. OCNSRlr NCR 02 rIAW3V4 SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 
19C.010, GLSVT 130 0o0133 SC. CENERrC HCR 02 6IAW5V4 DOCCUHNT rOR RCr rENCE 
, Fc.023! OLSVIT 138 nO133 SC* GENERIC HCR 02 614W4SV4 CHARACTERISTICS 
I FCNODZ, j LSqT 138 00133 SC: GENERIC NOR 02 OIAWTV4 
PACN{ 0.189 
PAGE 74 















SCLE 10.110 E6N 
-. il -S 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14. Is Is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
S'n0O_ DZfl FARAI4CTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE: 	 REFRE~NCE INFORMATION Q-2.090 LA 11 0.18 LO3E 0.001 CTASET BETA OATASET BETA REFS 6168.1140 38S. FT 
A 1.DO AilC'2 1.00' LINE 01009' TCNOI10 - 2.890 TCNU!! 1.000 REFL 971.004 IN. REFB 104D0040 11$. 
P14E 0.51jo 	 XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YHIrF a.0060 IN. 
ZN~? 163.19004 IN. 
u.09 PRN
DATA MIST. CODE ISCL 





--- - --- 
--- 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON



















-s -6 s± - 2 D 2 4 G 8 0 12 14 16 $ go 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 












YIJRF 0.00I IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN: 
SCALE 100.0090 RCNT 
DVATAMSiT. COCVE 
CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIAW3V4 CTICNO1O) 23 MAR 71 P-AGE 76 














-. 055 10 - - - 4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SCTA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORIIATION2 - 6i9S.18O L-BE O.O DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS Gi68.0040 SQ. FT 




ffltE 0.0 0 XHRF 1266.0DM) IN.
 
Y$RF 0.U09c IN: 
ZmRp 153.0004 IN. 
DATA FIST, COE SCALE 100.0009 PERCNT 
CLSwT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SIAW3V4 TCNOIO) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 77
 
-- -- -- -- -- -
--- 
-- 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
-04..' _ I 	 1 II 








f i l --- - - - ---
. o-




-4--­18 v10 4 6 a I 1z 14 16 10 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
s1HaOl HACA4 FARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 .9l3 LOCE P.toi RCEr.sul1 	 REFS 516.0049 So. FTLTI"E 0SL FINE .010 	 R0FL 971.0104 IN. 
REFS 1040.0040 IN. 
XHRF 1266. 040 IN. 
YHRF 0 010 IN. 
ZmRF 163.0094 IN. 
cArT - Ts . c s 	 SCALE IJa00,00o D ERCNT 
DLSWT !38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B1AW3V4 CPCNOII) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 78
 





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OLSrC T .ISO 3CH SAAHERIC VALUES LQEE 0.000 RO'E 
LINg 0.0 R1NE 












6168.0040 O. FT 
971.0004 IN. 
1040.0040 IN. 




OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 HIAW3V4 (PONOII) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 79 






















G.109 L E.0003 0 S. 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. 
OAA IM~SCALE 
GENERIC HCR 02 BIAWSV4 (pCN011J 
ZNRF 























- 6 -0 4 -2 o 2 4 6 a in 12 14 116 is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA., DEGREES
 
sYRIoL- P~AAR~AMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMIATION 
2.1 AN :.ISO LOSE 0.000 £ATASET &ETA CATASET EETA REFS 5171.004 O.F 
C R 000.00 LIE .00 (517 - .90 CNoIO o.0oo REFL 687.00"41444.0040 IN.IN. 
InINE 0 6DXMRF 2604 IN. 
YMR 0.GOOD IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 
SCALENG.U .FAA A ,NR 
IN. 
DATA MIST. ODEA 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIAW5V4 CTCNOI7J 2i MAR 71 PAGE 81 
-- 
---- - - --
- -- - -- -- -- - - - --- ----- - - - - -
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON 
----- 44+~----- IfiiEii± -- T-II -'1 






--- a ] - 2 - 4 - a - 10-------------
Cil
 





CL- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -4-- - - - - ­
-. 0$15 %D, ERN-CAB O 

FLS-----------------------------------------7---3--R 71 AGE 82
 





P-AERCVAUSCT OUC CC10T011 IFR INT 
DLW 1800 13 SC.E ,GED NEI .CR AW5V4O1 230 L 7oPAGEH 02 - TCN1) MAR 71 8N.
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON 











t-- -- -- ---- -- --
S
 
- - - - - 6 - 0- 14 16 1 20 22
 
ANGLE CF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES,
 
5r"BLs2 ETA 2.9Ur -A PARAMETRIC VALUES 0.10 LOSE 0.00" DATAST DATA SOURCE BETA DATASET BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION REFS 5171.0040 SO. FT 
£.t;0 R,:BE 1.05 LINE 0.009 TCN1 - 2.900 . TCNOIS o.Uoo REFL 6$7.1 4 N. 
PINtE .0.0L XMRF 1266.D040 IN. 
YMRP 0DODO Ill. 
ZMRP 163.0,04 IN. 
DATA H!ST. CODE T SCALE 0.509 pEdNT 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCIR 02 B1AWSV4 CTCNQ17) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 
 83 
ILSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON 













IT)- --­e - - REFS 14 4 0 4IN 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
syRS0LMAC FARA*ETIC VALUESREENEIFOMTN 
Q *L1$, LOSE Uo0oo RISE 0.0RES57.4 Q.F 
'LIE oj0 RENe 0,09EL.07oag 
V ' IT.CVE pSCALE 100.0000 PERCNT 
1LW38 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HR02 BIAWSV4 (PCNOIS) 23 MAR 71 PAfrP OA 
-- - -
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
. . - ­
-















to -4a -6 ? 4 6 a 1 2 1 s I a Z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY HFPAAETFIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0-181, LOSE 5.005 ROSE 0,000 REFS 5171.0040 SQ. FT 
VINE Q.0SO RINE 0.000 REFIL 68T.01jU IN. 
REFS L444.0040 IN. 
XRF 12660040 IN.
 
YHRF 0 *000 IN. 
2mRp 16 5,0004 IN.
 
0. 6 PRN
DATA HIST. CODE FSCL 




















-Ol ~ -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 0 111 12 14 16 is 20 2 






0.00 ROSE 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 5171.004 SO. FIT 








YMRF 0.000 IN. 
PATA MIST. CIE P ZNRFSCALE 165.0U04190.0000 IN.FERCNT 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B1AW5V4 (PCNOIS) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 86
 
-------- ---------------

















12 14 16 la 20 22
-'~ - 0 6 4 a 0 2 4 6 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMaO SETA FAAAMER1C VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o ?.9i MACH 0.160 LOWE 01090 VATASET 6ETA LATASE1 BETA REFS 5057.00,40 $t.FT. 













ZHRF 163.0004 IN. 
VTA IS3T. COCE T SCALE 100.0000 PERCNT 
OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIAW4BV4 CTCN022) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 87
 
DLSWT TEST 138- VING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
.020 ... 
.01--- - - - ------­
< ns- - ~ ­
"C .005;; 
S~~ --------- -- -- -- -----­










 6 8 0 12 14 16 18 20 2p
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYS.t BETA FARAIICTRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IFORMATION 
S 2.95B MAC 0.18, LCB 0.099 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 5057.0U40 SO.FT. 
0.00 5 11.01 LINE019REFS 0.00-1 TCN022 - 2.900 TCNO23 0.000 REFL 701.00041230.0140 IN.IN: 
,INE 0.00!) XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YNRF2142 a.U000163.0004 IN4.11. 
CATA MIST. COCE T 
SCALE log0.auto ~ErCNT 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIAW4BV4 CTCN022) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 88 














.13 ILW C 2BA4V TNO2I3MR7 AE 8
 
-0 - -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 is 18 ?fl za 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 

























REFS 1230.0154 IN. 
FIX . II.01540 Fi. 
ZmR P 165.0011L4 I N. 
CISCALE 100 . oc0 FER 
A S.CE0 23 MR 7 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON 
Li -. 02. . 
Lii 








































) -­ -- -









L OF F. . D 
S 13VIC. F~ARAIL1TAIC VALUESRE 
-0 1.105 LOB:Z 9.0r0 RoE 0.009 
L 0 .noo R1NE ooo'o 
D)ATA -OST.COlVS F 
OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC CR 02 B1AW4BV4 






























.F . * 
- ----- - -











-f 0 -6 -4 2 0 9 4 6 a I0 12 14 16 Is 20 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SY,'EOt PAW FARAMEIRIC VALUES REFER*ENCE INFORMATION 
o S.280 LWOE U.0130 ROSE 0.000O REFS 5057.0040 S.T. 
LIE .11 .1nREFL 701.0004 IN.N





YNRF 0.006 IN. 
ZIINF 163.0004 IN. 
110.0000 FERCNTDAA IS.CIE FSCALE 

OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 81M4V4 CPCNO23) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 92'
 
















-2 o 4 -2 0- 2 4, 6 8 IQ 12 14 IS la 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SY$oL BEZT4 PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE IN4FORMATION 
-2.90V JJA(H 0.180 LOPE 0.000 DATASET BETA DATASET BETA REFS 5424.0040 5.F 
A r0.119 ROBE S.Gr00 LINE 0r.000 TCNOZG - 2.900 TCNOSS 0.0 REFL 691:.0654 IN. 
RINE 0.V00 XMR? 1266.0040 IN. 







£LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIAW7V4 CTCNO2G) 23 -MAR 71 PAGE 
 93 
-- -- -- -- -- ------ --- ---- --------
- - -- - - --
-- -- - ---
DLSWT 	TEST 138- WINS PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
f i l I I I 
-
L.DQ ­ 4 1 -- 22
 




ANLIP TAK ALiHA. C.GREE_
 
~AtfillOE 	 00 DTA~ EA AAE SET ,,A ,~r ,4404 s. FriZISWT 38 33 GN 
 II II I II I 	 M SC-.AL.... .. .
T2 --.- PAE
 
I IIII 	 1 11 IilI 
-.06- Illll I' I~ 
T.
. Njll 	 iiDATA iECCE.T
 
-. U 5~~-- - 0
G -2 	 I 
 2 14 --------1 8 0
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
sYXec'L 	 BE TA pArAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFCRHATICN 
_ 295 * G LOE O [ G {) T. E BTA DATFAS57 BETA REFS '4 4.0040 SQ. FT 
0 .15.5 	 ROSE 5.110 LINE 0.009 TCN026 - 2.900 TCN525 0£00 REFL 691,0004 IN. 
R I l l E U ." D X m}R 1 . , 4 0 .F' 2 6 1 1 
yHRF 
 0 0009) 
 10.
ZMRP 163, 0004 I N: 
DA TA gj T. COE T SCALE 100.00ouD 'IRCOT 
2LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIAW7V4 CTCNO26) 23 MAR 71. PAGE 94
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 













-o0 IS - : 4: 12 	 14 10 20 22I.*!1± ±a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK(. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY.50L 5E TA PARAIIETRI. VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O-2.990 IlA IL. 9.180 LODE 0.000 DATASET BETA GATASET BETA R~EFS 5424.U040 SO. FT 
0.0-1o ROSE 5.000 LINE 0.000 1CNOZG - 2.9535 TC14025 0.000 REFL 120 9 0 IN. 
RINE D.ou0 	 XMRF 1266.0040 IN. 




DATA P41ST. CC T ll 
S .
 
DLS'#' 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BiAWVV4 (TCNQ26) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 95
 





 h= I 
Lii - - -T 
I- ­




I. Ia, f I 
0 I I I I IL, F iU
 
0 -- a 6 4 - a z 4 6 a lz 14' -6 is zu 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. D]EGREES
 
SY'MBOL, MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 a.185 LGOE V.Oara ROZE 0.690 REFS 5424,0D4 3 SO. FT 
L I E 5.00, RItE 0.150O ReFL 691.°0904 IN°RoFB 1230.0040 IN:
 














DLSVT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
.012 . . .. 
InI
 
- - H (Y-














. I16.04: : i L IN. 
VNRF--.0000 IN, 
YRE 160.0000 IN, 
Z1RF 163.00V4 I0. 
DATA MIST. COE p SCALE ,00.0000 pFRCNT 
DLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BAW7V4 (PCN025) 23 MAR 71 PAGE 97
 
--

















U1 -f -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 101 12 14 G6 IS 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SVMRLi~.. ARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) LCSoE 1.000 ROBE: 0.Soo REFS 5424.0040 SO. FT 
LINE 11.0Q PiNE U099J REUL PE D9.0049tSO.04 IN.IN, 
XMRP 1266.0040 IN. 
YHRF 0.0000 IN: 
ZMRP 163.0004 0N. 
DSCALE 100.139 FEACNT 
OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC H-CR 02 SIAW7V14 CPCNQ25) 23 [AAR 71 PAGE 
 98 



























C .CuoJ Q (P.C1,23, L 
-6 -6 -4 
I 
CLSVI 138 C.61I3 






a 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
NCR 02 BIAWSV4 
NCR O BIAW4BV~ 
14 16 18 20 22 
RFPERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.C1040 SQ.FT. 
REFL 701.0094 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YMRF a . guoil IN. 














u.0 00 -, ­
-
IL 





- i0 - --4 z 0 z 4 6 a la 1e 14 16 18 20 ze 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SrY OL C NP GUPATI* DESCRIPTICON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(ACuOzO f) CLSgT 13a0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BA6V4 REFS 5057.0040 $.FT. 

























1 - -4 -2 0 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
GATA SET SflbOC CcFIO TRArIQc0SSCAIrICT1 REFERENCE .INFORMATION 
ICNLzD C) CLSWT 13S 0 .133 SC. GENERIC HCR D2 SIAW6VA REFS 5057.0040 SO.FT. 
CRNZ0 LSIJT 138 0.05133 $C. GENERIC 8CR 02 81AWBV' REFL 701.0G'34 1N. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XHRF 1266.0940 114. 
YNRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRF 163.U04 IN. 
NAC 0.160 SCALE 100.0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 101
 















-. .00 .05 
 .10 .15 zo .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
CATA SET $Y$8,C, CO*FIGURATIC4 DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRCN020) CLSJT 138 0133 sc. GENERIC HCR OZ BAW6V4 REFS 5057.0040 SC.FT. (RC,1023,) CLSWT 138 j.0133 SC: GEJERIC NCR 02 SIAW4BV4 REFL 71I1V.U4 IN. 
REFC 1230.0040 IN. 
X"RF 1266.0040 IN 
YMRF a .0090 IN. 
ZHRF 163..004 IN. 
SCALE 100.301 FERCOT 
PAGE 102
 

























-.0 .15 .10 .. 05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
ATh SET SYIMBOL CCJrIGURATION DESCRIFTIC4 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCNO20) Q DLSWT 139 0.133 SC. GENERIC HCR OZ BIAWGV4 REFS 5057.040 SO.FT. 


































-1 .8 - 4 a2 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 IS 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DA T SET SYM4BOL CONFIR0ATION SESCRPTICJ BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CTCNO2! 1 ELS-T 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 618146V4 -2.SSG REFS 5057.004i 5S T 
f TC14020 4. LS$JT 138 0.S133 SC. GEJER1C NCR 02 SIAW6V4 0.000 &EFL 791.5004 IN. 
I TCN02Z, CLSt4T 138 1.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR OZ 81AW48V4 -2.900 REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
3YMR ~j OLWT130tiZSSC GNEIC8C 0 BAY4BV4 0.001, xHRF 1266.004U IN. 
0.0011 IN. 
ZMRP 163.0004 IN. 




DLSWT TEST 138- WING TWIST EFFECT 
.020 I- t 1 
.015 f I I 








-10 - -G 4"I 8 1 2 1 1 8 23 
L L 
-. 030 
- 10~l a-B - G --4 -- a 4 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
ATA SET 5YMBO0L CCNrCIURATICtI CESCRJFTION BETA 
(T70421 I _ CLSwT 138 0. 1133 SC. GENCRIC HCR 02 8IAW6V4 -2.680 
(TCN52)S PLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR OZ 8IAW6V4 0.110 
eTCflD22 PLSWT 15a 1.0133 5C. QENERIC HCR OZ 1.VW4BV4 -Z.9013 
7TCsoz] CLS4T 138 0.6133 5C. GENERIC HCR o0 BIAw44V4 01.013 
14 16 18 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORNATION 
REFS 5057.0049 SQ.FT. 
REL 701.00.4 IN. 
REFB 123U.034C IN. 
XHRF 1266.10 40 IN. 
YHRF a.0on1 IN. 
ZHRF 163.30004 IN. 
SCALE Io .1or00 F:RCNT 
PAGE0.19 
PAGE 105 
-- - - --- - --















- - - - - - - - ­
to -. 025--- --­
-to~~~~--- ~4
6 ----- 6 - 12- 1 1------- 0 2
0 

-'0} 10~ ~~~-- 0 1 I4 - G - - - - O- - - ­
~ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET S$DH.t C IUA~. 0ESCRIPT1C* EETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
2TNDI QENERIC 11CR 02 BIAWGV4 -2.880 REFS 5051.0040 5Q.rT.
otCSWT 138 0.0133 SC. 

I TCNDS) CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GEI,ERIC NCR 02 SIAI4SV4 0.000 
 REF. T0j.O!I04 IN.
 
tICN02Z) VLS-T 138 0.0133 SC. &ENER1C HCR 02 SIAII4SVA -2.900 REFB 1230.0040 IN.
 
*rt93L ±36 1HCR 02 S1AW48V4 0.000 XNRP 2266.0040 IN.
01514T 0.0133 SC. GENERIC 

YNRF 0.0000 iN. 
ZMRF ±63.0004 IN. 
'1C 0.180 SCALE 100.0000 FERCNT
 
PAGE 10 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING TWIST EFFECT 
... ...---- H, --­4--­









I-- -­ -- I E L _ I 
-10• I IfII I II 
7 -
--
I°68°cIli -­-- --- -Ir --III- - -- - -F L 4m .! 
0 
C.ATA SST SY'4tOL 
CFCNOzfj ) Q 
CFCJOZ3 1 11 
10 a4 -2 a 2 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
CcNI8JURATOl. OCSCRIFTIC*4 
OLSwT 13$ 0,.a133 SC. GENERIC 11CR02 alAWSV4 





14 16 18 go z 
REFERENCE INFORMiATION 
REFS 5057.00412 SQ.FT. 
REFL. 701.0004 IN. 
REFS 1,0.C040 IN. 
XMRF 1266.0040 IN. 
I RF 0.0I 124. 
ZRF 163 .0004 IN. 

























[i --- - -
ZN00F 163#0044 t
 
"-.,-01Z 6 a 1 2 4 1 i 0 z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SC T SyI'DOL CONFZGURATICN DESCRIFTI'O REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IrCNI,2D) (L "$wT 138 V.0133 SC. GE14ZRIC HCR 09 SIAW6V4 REFS SV57.G.140 $QFT. 
(PCI1,123 / W LisVID33 SC, GENrRIC HCP 17 a AW4SVA REFL IN.13 158r 701.,00 
REFS 1230,U040 IN. 
XHAF 1266°0040 IN: 
YRPF 0 , VUL1 INo 
ZmgR 163.,L104 IN, 
SCALE 100.003D rERCNT 
PAGE 108 
















I 10 tD0 1 II~ 
CDa 
-1 a 6 4 2 I ! I 4 1 1 0 2 
J 
D 
(-C R C 
CONFICIt I PT 















IAANGL OR18ATTACK ALPHA.0 DECREES 
.RPAG 012009IN 












so -a - 6 -4 -z a 2 4 6 8 I 12 
ANGLE [F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET Sy"EC CCUP(GURATIC* DESCRIFTIV 
01ctj59)13DLSTt380.013 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 S1lW4V1 
(ACI-4'c3 OL$'T 136 5.0133 SC. GEJERIC HCR 02 B61W4ASTV4 
.165 
- 14 16 18 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
REFS 5057.0D40 SQ. FT 
REFL 701.05U4 IN. 
REFe 1230.0040 IN. 
XYRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YIIRP OU.000 IN. 
ZNR; 163.UD04 IN.SCALZ ,00.OoO -ERCNT 
PGACH 
PAGE 110 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT 
-: r I, -
S----- 4-p.--J d V:c----------
L I II IL 




- - -------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -
-.25 
-4 - a 4 : : a IS:IS: 14z 16: is2 
ANGLE OF .ATTACKI, ALPHA. DEGREES 
VATA $ T S'tMCOL CCJFGURATIf4t4 OESCRIFTM'4 REFERENCE INFORMlATION 
(RC,59) LSWr 136 9..5133 S, GL.4ER1C HCR 02 OIAWSVI , REFS 5937.9040 SO. FT 
C' ', C) CLSWI 236 ".C133 SC: ,EtHRIC HCF 02 V IBWASTV4 REFL 7VI.0-.04 IN. 
REFS 1230 o0, IN. 
x.erF 12 6, 0040 IN: 
YMAP 0.0009 IN. 
Zmrp 163.0004 IN. 
PAGE 11 1] 








-to -s -O -4 -2 0 2 4 0 s 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET LYMSOL Cc,4FIGURATIcJ D SCRI.T cf 
R010,59) VL0I.5WT 136 '*0233 SC GENERIC HCR 02 PIA48V4 
CLSWT 135 0o513' SC. OE.'ERIC HCR 02 815W4ASTV4 
"ACH 5.185 
14 16 18 2D 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057Do4V $1. FT 
REFL 701 0004 IN. 
REFB 1230.0040 TN. 
XMRF ia66.0o4o IN.YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRF IS.0004 10. 
SCALE "JO.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 112 




















DATA SET SYMO$L 
(RCt1059) Q 
c(RCH5 6 ) 
, CH 
.05 .10 .15 .0 .25 
-DRAG COEFFICIENT. CD 
CC4FIGURATI-t DESCRIFTI 
DLSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GENE.1C HCR 02 SIAWSV 
CLSWT 13$ 0.5133 SC. GENERIC NCR 2 BI0nJ4ASTV4 
0.181, 
.30 .35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.00,'1 SO. FT 
REFL 701.0004 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YMRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZHRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 160.OOO PERCNT 
PAGE 113 
1.4 















.Za0 .15 .10 .05 .00 -05 -. 10 -.15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -.35 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
tATA SCT SYYX CC*NFIVGRATI'4 CESCRITIAJ REFERENCE INFORHATION 
Ct059) 0LSW 136 j.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 01AV4V4 REFS 5057.0140 SO. FTIRC?.5') OLSWT 136 -.'133 SC. GENRIC MCR QZ V6W4ASTV4 REFL 701.0004 IN.
 
REFS 2Z30.0040 IN. 
XNRE 1266.004U IN. 
YMRF D.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 163.0004 IN. 
PACH 





DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT 











-0 8-6 '4 a2 z 4 6 a 10 1? 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CON4FIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA 
("731OLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCH OZ BIAWSV4 -2.900 
OcasLSWI 130 0.E133 SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 SIAUO8V4 0.009 
IILS150 n.133 SC. GERIC HCI 02 S1I 'A TV4 -2.00 
w6, LSWT iL8 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 CELJASTV4 000XR 
IA. 110SCALE 
14 16 IS 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SO. FT 
REFIL T{31.0W34 IN. 
REFB 1230.0040 IN. 
2504 N 
YXRF 0.0 Iun. 
282W 163.0004 !N. 
-000-0 FFRCNT 
PAGE 115 
- - - - - - - -- - - -
----------
-- -- -- --
DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT
 
- -- I I I I I I I I 
- -- - - - -I 
 l l-l li:
 
IIII: IIfi 
In~r r i + + f---l 
Co 1 Iz I] l IIrl ' f r : I 
<I I I I I I  I I L _ fitII 






r i l l l r~~i ll l l l l
~r IIr 

toD - 6 4 -2 a 2 6 10 12 144 a 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
I TV1160) C) 01-ST 138 O01033 SC GENERIC NCR 02 BIAWSV4 -2.900 
 RiErs
I TCN95) Ll LSVT 139 0.0133 SC. OE,JERIC NCR REFL02 SIA BVJ 0.000 
;TC"117) V LSVT 138 0.1133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 01944ASTV4 -2.900 
 REFS 
{Tchs4$) 










1i t I+ 
-.-- -iiJi 



















DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT 
.02 I 
mI 
f fI tI I I I I [iI I I It I I I I 
x 
m 
- -H+. . 
Lii 
U. 
-. olI I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I II 
i 
fi II 




z , ,50 
-. 5 naz a 2 4 .6 a 
ANGLE ATTACK. ALPHA 
07A sET SYr14 C'flFIOLIRATJCIJ DESCRIPTION4 BETA0 ICmsOIPLSWT 136 0.0133 5C. GENERIC HCR 02 81AW8V4 -2.900 
(1CHOSS) L CLStIT 138 501133 SC. GENERRIC 14CR 02 BIAWV: 0.000 
(1CN047I % CLS4T 138 0.12133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BXBI44ASTV4 -2.900 




14 is 18 2D2 2 
-F 
NEFERENCE 1RFlORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SQ. Fr 
REFL 7Vt:.694 IN. 
REEB 1230.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1266.004o2 IN. 
ZNRP 163.0024 IN. 
300.0000l FERCNT 
PAGE 117 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT 
-- --









"-€ -1 1 t i lll 
•L14 ! :! [ 
ANGLE OF- ATTACK. ALPHA,.DEGREES 
PATASET SrSOL C,'VFIGURATIOV CSCRI,;TION 
FCN,59) Q DLSWT 136 0*0153 SC- GEN5RIC HCR 02 SlAWSV4 
pc o r, el LSVT 138 O.U133 SC. OENCn1C NCR 02 OISWASTV4 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057 .040 Se FT 
REFL 7O1rO4 IN: 
REFB 1Z30,U049 IN. 
XMRF 1256.004D IN: 
YHRF 0 .cap IN. 
ZHRp 1S3 ,0004 IN. 
SCALE o I0. kECNT 
PAGE 1i8 
C 






























-to - - -e 4 -2 
I 
0 2 4 6 a 10 
T 







ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CNr1IOURAIC*4 DESCRIPTION 
CLSWT 138 0 U133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 6IAW8V4 
CLS4T 136 0.9133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIWZATV4 
9.189 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SQ. FT 
REFL 701.1,004 IN. 
REFS 1230.0049 IN. 
XNRF 1286.0040 IN-
YMRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 0a.Co0.. RCNT 
PACGI 
PAGE 113 






















'r -. 005 
-. IT 6 2 0 2 4 G 6 10a? 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OATA SET SYMPOL CWJFIGURATOtJ DESCR[PTION 
FC C59)P LSWT 138 0.O0S3 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIAW8V4 
PCNOAE)OLSIT 138 O0135 SC. OEaERIC HCR OZ &IBW4ASTV4 
VACG .18a 
4 16 1 0 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SO. FT 
REFL 71 .004 IN. 
REFB 1230o000 IN. 
MRk 1266.0040 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 I'. 
ZHRP 165.0004 IN. 
SCALE ±00.00013 PERCNT 
PAGE 120 












V0.4 - 1- - - - - - - --	 0 12 1 6 1 0 2 
10- G -4 at 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 Is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK.. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
AT4 SET SyMt Ct.sIGUAATfN bESCRIFT[e 	 REFERENCE INFOATe N 
IpFcNOS) Q 	 0LSVT 128 0.,133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SISW4ASTVC REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
Ct(Sw7LSWT REFL IN.136 1.5133 SC. GENERIC MCR OZ B4W4ASTV4 701 .0094 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
WRF 1266.004, I. 
YNRP 0.Du0 Ia.
 
ZNRP 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.00o0 FERCNT 
PAGE 121
 
DLSWT TEST 138- BOAT TAIL EFFECT 
I I I I iF I iII l I I I III I -
.0 I I 
-J 




- ­ - - ­ - ­ - ­ - ­




251 I I I 
in -o -6 -4 z13 2 
- ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
EATA SET SyXOCL C tInI&URATICM DESCRIPTION 
IPNI31( C&, ±8 t133 SC GENERIC HCR 02 6IOI4ASTV4fRCNDSOJ 0 :GELERIC $CRO0 YAS7V4 
MA~n G.161 
ALPHA. DEGREES 
4 1a 20116 i o 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONr 
REFS 5057.004D O.T 
REEL 701.VOIJ4 IN. 
XI-RF 2604 IN. 
YHRF (8000) IN. 
ZNRP 163.00)4 IN: 
SCALE IOC.0011 1 3FERCNT 
PAGE 122 







-t o - 4 -z a 2 4 0 a 10 1±a 14 is ±0 20 ze 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET sYmEL COIF1GURAT1. 4 DE5CRI-TI ON REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IFCu1 C) 0L5.C 138 0A133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 05J54ASTV4 REFS 5557.0040 SO.FT. 






























-D5O.05 .10 .15 .20 .5 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
IATA SET SyMBIL CONJFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
ARC.931) P LS T 13 9.0133 $C. GENERIC HCR 02 81SW4ASTV4 
CN ) LS r 138 0.1133 SC. G N£nlC HCR 02 84W4ASTV4 
A-H r. 180 
.30 .35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.004'j SQFT. 
RErL 70 1 VUOg IN.REF- 130.000 IN. 
XMRF IV66.1040 IN.Y0R. 0. 00 0 1 ,. 
ZMRp 163 UUU4 in* 
SCALE 100:09a, PECNT 
PAGE 124 
LI 





















.0 .15 .10 .05 .0D --.05 -. 10 -.L5 -. 20 -. 25 -. 3D -. 3 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
CATA SET S1*RSCt CCtNFIOuRAT1C* CESCRIFTICt REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCNO3S) ) CLSWT 138 1DI3 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 8I&4ASTV4 REFS 5057.0040 SG.FT. 
CRCN0Z9) CLSiT 138 0.0131 SC. GENERIC HCR CZ 84W4AS1V4 REFL 701.CCC4 IN. 
REFD 1230.0040 IN. 
XHRP 1266.0040 IN. 
YHRF 0.,ou0 IN. 



















- 0 -o - - 4 - P 2 4 8. 10 1- 14 e - -0-0 --
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
BAIA SET SYHJL CnJIFIGVRATI-XI CESCRIPTIOt BETA RErERENCE INFORHATION 
a) 2TCNQ GLSWT 138 0.o133 SC. GENERIC HCER 02 B4W4ASTV4 -2.900 REFS 5057.0040 SO.FT. 
TCN29)Z VtSWT 138 a0:133 SC. CetERIC HCR 0? S414,AS1V4 0.610 RaEF 701,0004 In. 
UCN02) CLSI 13$ 3.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 -2,880 REFB 1230.004) IN.
 
TCNo3:) L ZLST 136 0.1353 SC. GENERIC HCR 0? CIaW4ASTV4 0.00 XOFF 1266.0040 IN.
 
YRF 0.0010 IN-
ZMRP 163.0004 IN. 














$-CI SY$IBOL CC 
(TCOZJ0 OLWTVL3
L SW 






_-__ _H'+ II II _i _--- _
 












6 .4 2 0 2 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, 
r10UPAT1.Z4 0ESCRIPTIC* 8ETA 
1380A 3 SC. GE4ZRIC NCR 02 S4W4ASTV4 -2.9'J0
C. OCKCRIC: HC9 02 8414ASTV4
: 0.00 

158"U033SI1325.0135 SC. GENERIC NCF 02 BIBW4ASTVA -2.880 








I I I 

=- - - .... z: 
























- - - - - - - -
-- 
--- 

















 - - -.-­
-. 05D 
co 0 -o 6 -4 - - - 0 £ 4 6 8 i2 14 26 28 20 22 
ANGLE" OP ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
VATA 111 5r$VOL CC*JFIGURATIC4 D~cCBRIPTIc* SETA REFERENCE INFORMATION0I~ie
PLSWT 138 0.0233 SC. GENERIC NcR 02 64W440Tvz -2.B00 REFS 5087.0040 s~r
(70,029) is oLsWtr 138 0.0J5 SC. CEf'ERIC HCR 02 84I44AStV4 0.000 REEL 701.0004 IN.
(1EN032) 0L554T 138 0.0233 SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 61814A5Tv4 -2.880 
 REFS 1230.0040 IN.
47040') L LSWT 13$ 0.0233 SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 BIOW4ASTV4 0.000 XNRP 228S.0040 IN.
 
Y.RP 0.000 IN. 




DLSWT TEST 138- BOAT TAIL EFFECT
 
LL) L [ 
-.02 







-i- -- - ­
.18
 




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMS-C'I Cct'FIGtUATrCa DESCRIPTIOt 
Q CLSWT I 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 S44ASTV4 
VLSWT 136 V.0133 SC. GENERIC MCR 02 IBW4ASTV4 
o.,eo*JB 
REFERENCE INFORnATION 
REFS 5057.0140 SQ.FT. 
REFL 701.UJ04 IN. 
REFS 1230 .000 IN. 
XHRF 1266.0049 IN. 
YMRF 0.0130 IN. 
ZNRP 163.0094 IN: 
SCALE .1.-000 CERCNT 
PAGE 129 




uj 1.11 t ill I1 
























10~ - -0 -6 2 - 4 a o 2 14 ALi I 0 22CN 
REFS12, 3U0I 






















10 - -6 -4 2 
SYMBOL CCt1JF[OURATZ0N OESCRIPTIc#: 
0FI09Q 0CLSW7139 D01l33 SC. 6ENERICOLSWY 138 C1.033 SC. GEIERIC 
'Acl 0.100 
0 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, 





14 16 is 20 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057,01146 StFPT. 
REFL 70t.co'4 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN, 
XMRF 1266.0040 IN,
YRFf 0.013000 IN. 
ZZF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.000 FEICNT 
PAGE 131 














0.0 20.00 N 
-w° -o8 - - 4 - 2 
CATA SEIT$YrOL C tFIGURATICC CESCRIUFI ~ 
€RCI23I CLSWT $38 5.0133 SC. GEnERIC 
CRCNVI C tLs'4T 138 0.0*33 SC. GEtjkr.IC 
"0 2 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
H-CR 02 BIAIAO4VZ 
NCR ,02 OISI4AS(V4 
8 10 12 
ALPHA, DEGREES 
14 16 18 20 2 
REFEIRENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 SQ.Fr. 
J7EFL 701*.G654 itt 
XMRF ±2?6.0040 IN. 
YHRF 0.0010 IN.ZMRF 163.0004 IN. 

























 -°-1 11% 
-. 3 
-.35 ­ 6 4 IT 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1s is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SETSYMCLCA TE$CRF IREFERENCE COFTLRATON INFORMATION 
IRC!n23~) CLSWT 138 0.0233 SC. GENERIC NCH 02 U±AW4SVA REFS 5U57.0040 SQ.FT. 
tRCI~03I) DLS'4 1±55 0.1133 SC. CE(IERIC HCR 02 SXBW44AZTV4 REFL 701.0004 IN. 
REF8 1230.0040 TN. 
XMRP 1266.0040 IN 
YHRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRV 103.0004 .. 
- SCALE 100.0000 FERCNT
MAACH 0.130. 
PAGE 133 










,iNGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
'A T, 5ET S .001 C FIGVRArIC CESCRIFTICNJ REFERENCC INFORHATION 
R 0102 ) 0 LSWT 136 a.9153 SC, GEVrERIC HeR 0? SIAW4V4 REFS 5057.004 SQ.FT. 
(1.-\)Z c'SwT 158 10.01133SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BISWIASTV4 FEF- 701.D0 4 IN, 
REFS 123P.0040 IN, 
XmRF 1266 0040 IN* 
YmRF 13:0000 IN: 
S 0SCAI ZmRp 163 OD0400006 IN.'ErCNT 
"PAGE 134 




















.00 .05 .-13 .20 .25 .30 .35 .40 .45 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO
 
LTA SET SyRCe C-FIGVRATICI CESCRIPTI C REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCN023) 0 CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GgVERIC HCR 02 SIAW48V4 REFS 5057.0040 SOmFT. 
(RCH531 I -CLST 13$ .133 SC. G5HERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 REFL 701.01,V4 IN. 
REFE 1230.o004 IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN, 
YHRF c.0oo IN. 
ZNRP 163.0004 IN. 
























.0 .15 Ila .05 .00 1105 .± 10 .. 25 -. 30 -5 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
ATA SET SYMBOL CC4 FIGURATIOC CESCRIFTICJ REFERENCE 7NF0RIATION 
I CN'23) D LLStT 138 0.5;33 SC. GENERIC "CR 02 1AW4BV4 REES 5?.U040 S.T. 




XMRP 1266.0040 IN. 
YTHp 0.0000 N.ZHRr 163.0004 IN. 






DLSWT TEST 138- COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
.14. 
.­3 
...... .. 'FF----- - -- ::zr........ 
IIii i i 
IL 
.07 - - - -
. a zl ---. -4- --­ -
- .04 
.01 
-0 a -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 Is 20 C2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CAT' S- Sy*40L CCtFIGRAIcU DESC1PT0f 89TA REFERENCE INFORMAION 
I IC1402z) VLSWT 138 0.0153 SC. GENEZRIC 1CR OZ 81AW43v4 









(f Csal3 CLS',.T13$ 0.0133 SC. GENERIC $C '52 81Sa4AST VA -2.880 REFS. 1230.0040 IN. 
ITCSO3I) 3 LSWT 138 a:51133 SC. GENERIC VCR 02 B18W44S1V4 0.900 XNRP 1266.0040i IN. 
Y-IRP 0.0Co IN. 
-- ZR 163.0004 IN 
MACH 5.180 
PAGE 137 
DLSWT TEST 138- COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
.021 -- - - - - LL­
: I: : I: f i l l 
x .-
- - - ­ - ­
a 
m 




I:if :u: : 
i 
k i I 
IfI 
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 
I T¢IIPZ I Q LSWT 13 13.5133 5C. 
I TCROZ3) 1 LST 138 O.C1133 5C. 






IT 2 4 6 a 1D 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
HCR 02 BIAW49V4 -2.900 
HCR OZ SIAW48V4 0.000 






is 20 2 
5057.004D $ *FT, 
701.0004 IN. 
1266.0045 IN. 
O.V000 IN.165.000 4IN. 
120.00o0 ERC2T 
PAGE 138 

















2 4 - - -
-.-~- - - - -:--: 
.04 
*510 - 0 6 - 4 -2 a 2 4 6 a 113 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
C/TA SET SYMBOL CCN'ICUPATI4N DESCRIFTION 8TA 
I TCHLSt 361 .013 5C. GENERIC 1CR OZ $IA4BV4 -2.900 
(TCNIZ3) DLSWI 138 a.0133 SC. GENE9JC NCR 02 0IA1448VA 0.100 
ITC3z' LSI4T 138 0.7133 5C. GEI4RIC NCR 02 0I6I4A5TV4 -2.880 
1C"1131 I _LSiT 538 5.0133 SC, GENERIC NCR 02 OISW4ASTV4 0.0no 
MACH .1 
14 16 Is 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0940 SQ.Y.T 
RE-L 7lI017 IN, 
REFB 1 3O.CC4O IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN, 
YmRP 0.0170 IN. 
ZMRF 163,0004 IN. 
SCAE 1 l00.0000 ERCNT 
PAGE 133 
DLSWT TEST 138- COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL MODELS 
Lii 
tA-












- -6 .4 2 a 2 4 a5 Q 102 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
C47ASETSYV L 4FGURAICNCeSRIFICVR.EFRENCE 
P L$WT 138 0.0133 SC. GEUCRIC 8CR 02 61A448V4 

























LdU -I I1 
CL 










-1a - -6 -4 -2 0 a 4 6 8 10 1! 14 16 i8 zo 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
QATA SET SYNBOL c', IGvRATIc VESCRIFTWN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
COZ3! C2 DLS T 138 0.*013 SC. GENERIC OCR OZ DAW48V4 REFS 5057.'40 SG.FT. 
LFCi031CLS-t 13S 9,0133 SC GtIJERIC 14CR02 BIIASTY4 REFL 701.L04 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XNRF 126.0040 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 I0. 
ZMRF 163.0004 IN. 




DLSWT TEST 138- COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL MODELS
 
DO 
< .009 ------ --­
m lll lll~ llil~l l
 
C3 




u "d --- HIH-HHJHH 
-O 
In .004 
.oo 7 , ------ E---x, ,, ,, ,.-. -- , .,', , 
I-
LL : : : : : 4 -1! il !II I I I I ~ i 
" '!~~~~~.. . . . -- . +,II ~~~ -JF-­-..- -,,,,­
-- Pa--z -- --­
-j 
*0 -a 4 .2-6 0 2 4 to810 12 14 1 Is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET $Y"460L CcFIGURATIC4 0ESCRIFTICN REFERENCE INF0RMATION 
'FCfl Q3, CLSuuT 16 0.0133 SC. GEIEIC HUA 02 BIAW4094 REFS 5057.0040 S&.FT.





YNRP 0.0000 IN. 






















































































- - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -- ------ -
DLSWT TEST 138- ENGINE POD EFFECT
 
f i l l 1 1 1--I1 
U
 
0 -- t 
w----- ---------H- 4 
M- - - - --------- --- --
-.a ~25 ~ IL . -L. - - - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-1--I L I-L 
i1 0 G A 2 a 210 12 14 16 1 20 So 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CAmT SET sr$.Orr CC44IGURATI* DESCIFTICN REFERENCE INFORHATION 
CRCN,031) C CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
(RCI,6) " 0LSWT 138 S.053C. GE.ERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4PI REFL 701.G914 IN. 
CRCG066; 0 VLSW7 13$ 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 EIBW4ASTVAPF REFS 1230.0040 IN. 





SCALE 100.0000 pERCNgr 
PAGE 144
 









- - - - --- -
-1 D 1 4 - - ­6 - - - -' - -1 D - 2 
-±0-- --­4 -2 





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 
SYNSOL Cc*mF[GURATI* CESCRIFTICM 
C DLSIJT 138 0.0133 SC. GENJERIC NCR 02 816W4A5TV4REI 
LA vts,4T '35 00O133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 6101SASTV451 





R rL ?0I.C00 SN. 
REFO 1230.00W IN. 
XHRF 1266.O04i IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 14. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 1O00000 F&RCNT 
PAGE 145 


















0 .­ .5 .. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCtIGURATIV CESCRIFII* 
CRCNC3I 0LWT 138 -. U,3 SC. GEICRIC 
ARCJtI 0LSWT 138 D.0133 SC. GENERIC 










.30. .35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 30.rT. 
REFL 701.b0104 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XHRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YMRp 0OBS0 IN.
Z4RF 163o0004 IN. 
SCALE I00.0 00 PERCNT 
1 
PAGE 146 
























.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -a.5 -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
CtICIGVRATI# CESCRIPTION 
CLtSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 SIBW4ASTV4 
CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENE:REC NCR 02 GIBW4A$TY4PI 
UL '¢f X36 0.9133 5C. GNERIC HCP OZ VI6,4ASTV4F2 
2 0 -. 25 -.3D -. 35 
REFERENCE INFOR IATI ON 
REFS 5057.0040 SQ.FT. 
REF'. 701 .X104 IN. 
REFS 1230.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YIfRF 0.00 IN. 
ZmRp 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 10.0PAC FERCNT 
PAGE 147 















-: o -o 4 -6 4 6 a III IS 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
AT SET SYNSOL CYJFIGURATC4 DESCRIPTIJB IETA 
(7040321 C OLSUT fle 0.0133 SC. GENERIC OCR 02 SI8W4ASTV4 -2.880 
IICSOS3) CL$WT 130 0.0135 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 0.000 
IC9067) OGLSW!T 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SISW4ASTV4P1 -2.880 
(1Tc0 G) Lij GLSWT 135 0.$13 SC, GENERIC HCR 02 Sla4ASTV4Pr 0.000 
13 00 
14 1 1 i 8 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057-04C so.rr. 
REFL 701.0X 4 IN.. 
REFS 1230.004) IN. 
XHR 1266.11040 IN. 
YNRF U.0000 IN. 
ZmRP " 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE 1U0.000, PERCNT 
PAGE 148 


















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATh SET SYMBOL C&F1GURATCN4 DESCRJFTION SETA- REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(70032, V'LSW[ OD8 0.013Z SC. &EIERIC HCR 02 618W4A2TV4 -2.SS0 RFS 5057.rU40 SO.FT. 
CTCNOSJI CLSWT 138 0.:6123 SC. UENERIC NCR 012SIBI44ASTVA 0.000 REFL 701.0004 10. 
(rO4O6r' CLSWT 138 0.613t SC .SENEEIC HCR 02 BiBI44ASTV4FI -2.880 AEFS 1230.0040 IN. 
(TCUOS6iJ U LSI41 138 0.0131 SC. GENERIC HCA 02 BIBW4ASTV4F1 0.000 XMRF 1266.V0401 IN. 
ZMRF 163.6004 IN.
 






























- 10 - -G -4 -t 0 2 4 6 8 10 1.2 14 16 1 20 22
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
0478 SOT SYneo. 
{ICN03±) 
Cc*FIGUJRATE*J &ESC tIFTIO 




hErS 5057.0040 S3,47, 
(1O*03I1 
(7CN0&7J 
OLSJI '38 0.0133 SC. 
01.5147±38 0.0±33 SC. 
GENERIC HCR 02 0±8IJASTV4 













- ±03.0004 IN.IN. 
HAH ~ zS CALE 100000D ERCNT 
PAGE "I5Q 
























J~ I I --­
-10 -8 6 4 -2 a 2 4 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATFACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMEOL CcflIGURATLc CESCRIFTI* 
CFCNQ31 I 0 CLS 136 9.0133 SC. CNERIC $CK 02 BIDW4A$TV4 
IPCNO6) 2 LSUT 13$ 0.0133 SC. OENERIC HCR OZ SIBW4ASTV4F1 
14 is is so 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5557.041 SO.FT. 
REFL 701-900. IN. 
REFB 1230.0('11 IN. 
CMRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YMRP .10000 IN. 
ZMRE 163.004 IN. 




DLSWT TEST 138- ENGINE POD EFFECT
 
.- i 1 11 1 J­
.010 i l l l 
- -. ----- .H 










CD -. o -t-- ­
-. 02L 
-. 008 J 
z6 -4-a 2 4 6 a t 2 1 
-to 
.'0121. -; 2 .4 $ 3 10 12 14 
ANGLE OP ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
ATA SET SY,COt CcJIOLIUFTICI4 CESCRIFT O*2 
£PCN05]1 fl ?L5141" 158 0.0133 SC. OEN SIC NC 02 BIBWI4ASTV4 
£) CFLtJT '36 0_!33 S.. GgKnlRc HR 02 BI WZASTV4PI 





o t 0 z 
XMRF 12604 IN. 
f6.00 IN­
16 10 20 22 


























































YMRP 0.000 [P 
IAC 0.180 
S~~~~X~ -2o 6 0 10 1 




00-,124± 0 IN 
123. 004 IN. 
100.0000 AAA ACNT 
PAGE 153 













0- - - - - - - - - - - - ­
-
-5f-- - ­
12 -4 14- - 1-0 - - - 2 
-3, 
-w~ ~~~----- 4 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
VAT: 5ET Sybiac' CcqFl6UPATIc4 DESCR!FTIc* 2SASETEAScAt.DT
 T A S C A t, AT
RCfl13, C) LSWT 138 04133 SC. GENERIC 1CR 0 1 

DOCLINENT FOR REFERENCE





















10 a - - 4 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA S5T SYr1OL CC*.FIGURATICrESCRIPTICJ -
(RCUDT) 
CFCN91l1 0 
0c.13)DLSVT 1380 0133 SC, CE.ERrC HCR 02 BIA 
CLSWT 138 :,0133 SC: GENERIC HCR 02 BA4W3 
CLST 138 0.0133 SC, GENERIC HCk 02 BIAA3V4 
SEE THE ASSOCTATEr DATA 

























-i - -6 -4 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18 20 22
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMOl CCH[IGURATIcWE CESCRIPTI¢f! 
DRC11113)-LSWT 158 0133 SC. GENERIC HCR Oz BIA SEE THE ASSOCIATED DATA 
tRcnoflr, -I CLSIJT 130 o:.133 SC. GENERIC 11CR02 SIAW DOCUIIENT FOR rCFENCE 











o 0.6 T 




--.• °0.1 2N .25 .30 , 5 .40 .45
 
CRAG COEFFICIENT. CO 
GATA SET 5Y14201 CtFIUATIY CESCRIFTI 4 
(RCNOISI 2 OLSIT 158 0.W3}3 SC. GENERIC 1CR 02 BIA SEE THE ASSOCIATEG DATA
 
(SCflDQ7) CLS,41 ±380.OtSS C. DE IEREC 8CR 02 6AW3 DOC'MENT FOR F FE EHCC
 
tFCNOI 0 CLSI4T 138 C.DISS SC. SENERIC NCR 02 81A143V4 CHARACTERISTICS
 
PAGE 157 




















o20 .15 .10 00 --5~ -~~ -- -------~ 5 --~ ~0 ~ --~.Z PG -.30 158 -. 35 
PITCHING MOMENT COERFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET svxao C,.FIcU2ATIct OESCRFTJC4
 
01c.3,47 0,0133 SC. GENERIC LICE 02 5IA THE ASSOCIATED DATA
$IS3 SEE 
1RcC07j L DLT 138 2.O133 SC. CEt.EEIC LICE 02 23813 OCIJN2 NT F0 RErEretNcE
 (ACUOIfl 01.5,4T 138 0,0133 SC. GENERIC LICE 02 BIAWZV4 CHARACTERISTICS
 
6.11 - - - - ­














-0 -O -0G 4 -a o a 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK., 
GAlA $ SET H2O cctIGURATIcn CESCRIFTIa4 
CRCNOS) C OLOWE ±38 "0.0,33 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 814C0.;5 LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 610144S5 
(RH3} 0 CLSI4T 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BISW4ASTV4 






±4 ±6 ±0 20 22 
REFERCNCE INFORIATIcW 
REFS 5557.0040 SQ.FT.REFL 7015004 IN, 
REFO 1230.0040 IN. 
XMRI' 1266.0040 IN. 
y.20.000 . 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN.SCALE 100.0000 
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i jr5t;; I If i l 
-15
 
uj 5 if I
 
u -inII 
a-- - - - - 1 14--
- - - - 2 a---2--4--
TV 2 R4 16 1 8 .o~ IN,
3 - T -3 13 - E VZ





















- - 6 - 4 - 2 0 4 6 a 10 19! 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
,rTA SET Sfl01- CflrIGU ArAIc CESCRIFTIC*N 
IACN01)3 ;; LSWT 138 0.013 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SIA 
IRCNG35) . L$WT 136 0.133 SC. OEIJERIC MCR 02 SIB W4AST 
(RCfl03) 0 GLSVT 13$ 0.S133 5C. 0ENEC HCR 0Z SlV64AST14 
4CII 0.180 
14 16 is 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 S.FT. 
RErL 701.0-94 IN. 
REFB 123O.U04q IN, 
XMRP 1266.0040 IN. 
YHRP 1.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE IO0.DODO PERCHT 
PAGE 161 














.05 .10 .5 .20 .25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 
U SET S1 . C IIURATIN CESCRIPTION 
(RC113] 0 ILSWz138 .1cO ESC GENERICHCROA 
(301012 fl VLSJT 138 C.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BI1VIAST (NCN'31) 0LSWT 138 0 1 3 3 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 RISI4ASTV4 
.ACGE 0.15 
o .35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORIIATION 
REFS 5057.I00 SQ.FT. 
REFL 701.0004 IN. 
REFB 12$0.00A'i IN. 
XMRP 1Z66.0040 IN. 
YHRP 0.0Ou IN. 
ZHRF 163,0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.oo0 PEeCNT 
PAGE 162 
















-0.5 .; 0 0 -0 1 
-.20 .15 .0 .05 . .05 -. 10 -o15 -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DATA SET SYMBOL CXJFIGUPATIO OESCRITIOe 
0Rc 01-5LSUT138 0.C113 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 SIA 
(RC0351 L OLST 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BISI4AST 
IRCU31) C(LST 138 0.133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 EI84ASV4 
Y~d .10SCALE 
.15 
20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5057.0040 $Q.FT. 
REFL 701.0004 IN. 
REFS 1230.040 IN. 
XHRF 1260.0040 IN. 
YMRF a.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 163.0004 IN.100.0000 FE1CNT 
PAGE 
PAGE 183 
- - - --

















-10 -0 -6 -4 -2 0 4 8 122 6 10 14 16 is 20 2z 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA SET SrM*9L CCNFIGUFATIDt CESCRIFTI1 REFERENCE INFORMATION
c9C.101, Q CLST 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 B3A REFS 5370.0040 SQ. FT[RCN0743) GLSWT 138 0.0±33 SC. GENERIC HCR 020 7 83AI49A 
 RErL 760.C00 IN.IRC OS) VST 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 934W9AV4 REFS 1138.1C41 IN. 
XMRF 1273.0040 IN.YRr 3.0000 IN. 
ZMRP 214.0004 IN.I
.A," .100 SCA E 100.0000 PERCNT 
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4 
'DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUPI°
" "h'-" ' ---- I> 
-,H - -I Il i l t 
-pI f-I - - - - I [ I I­
.nnl l I fillI 
I II II II, M--A--­
".30 - - - -
S -- ------------------ ----0133 SC- --- ,
-o-° - -< -- l l l _..
--- -l--...l l l | 

_.2 . . . .. .. _
 
wI I | 1 I I I l
 
IALPH,. ANL OF ATAK DEGREE
I I I l l l I I
 
I I I I I I IIS
 
ANL FATAK LHA ERE
 
wAASTSM A CIT EEEC NOPTO
 
CN d) ST13 *1 S. ENRCH 0 3 EL 7 .0 .
 
-- u~~X~ IIII I IMa0040 IN
i li8i
 
(I- 0 CST 6 3 ECH 2 V EB 13. 4




CDP 1.00 H 
z -- IIIF 214.0004IOOOD INEEN
 
PAGE-­
ULSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 












S-bO 	 G RA I€ I I 
-~ C-¢F-EC-EE- -OR -AT ­
-.1 0 - -- -- - - S-CAL- 1-0 0 0 

104IN. fHR 11.00 6 a 1 1 16 i 
ANGLE~~~AG ERE
LH. OFATCKANGLEOF ATACK DGR66	 PAGE. 



















CATA SET 5H OL 
(F04) 
(ACHfI71) 0 
.09 .10 .15 .20 .25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CO 
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION 
ORLSW I} 3 .DIZ3 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 83A 
LSWT 138 0033 SC. OEN RIC HCR 02 S3AWA 
CLSWI l3s 9.0133 SC. CENERIC HCR 02 03A NAVW 
.30 .35' .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 So. FT 
REFL 760.01.04 IN. 
REFB 1138.0040 IN. 
X-RF 273 1041 IN 
YMRF 0E00RC IN 
ZXRF 214.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.0000 PRCNT 
PACPE.180 
PAGE 167 
-- --- --- ---
- --- -














-.>03 -. 35 
.0 .5 .10 .06 .00 -. 05 -. 1 -. 15 -. 2 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
REFCRENCr INFORMAfIOJ 
CATA SrT SY.BCA CcFIGURATICW QcsCRIFTIC REFS 5570.0040 SQ. FT 8 C. OLSOT 138 0.0:33 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 83A REL 760.0004 IN.GE.4ERIC NCR 04 B3AWA(RCl7'. 9- CLSNT 138 0.1 133 SC. 	 REFS 1136.0040 IN.HCR 02 85AW9AV4eRcN1c19}, CLS,fT 13 0.0133 SC. GENERIC 	 Xmpr 1276.0040 IN. 
YmEW . o.010o IN. 













-2 a-6 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 is 1s 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATlACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
VATA SET SYJ4B9L CrJFIGURATIC4 OESCRIFTIC*4 BETA 
(TCNOISI DLSLT 130 0.5133 SC. GENERIC 8CR 0? 81A -2.950 SEE THEI ASSOCIATE) OATA 




CLSUT 138 05133 Sc. 
LSVJT 130 900133 SC. 
£L$IT 138 0 .0133 SC . 
GENERIC HCR C2 EXAWS 
GENERIC HCR 02 SIAW3 










DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 
1 I I f I 
* ,0I I I I I I I 
LI I
 
.- .- .- .- -- -. -. -. -. ­
0 






- - - - - - - - - - - - -- 4-'---- -" -­
1 8 0 2

-0 3. - -, 1 ------ 4 6 B 10 a 
-izs 
- -4l ­ 12--4--6-----0--

ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYIBC.CL CCVF[IGtUAT1'yI DESCRIPTION BETA
 
(TCNOS) 0 CL$WT 130 .133 SC. GErNERIC HCR O BIA -2.950 SEE THE ASSOCIATEF DATA
 
¢TCN('I3 . GLSI4T 130 ('1133 SC. GENERI C HCR 02 SIA 0.000 DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE
 
CrC140('0) 0 *30 SC. GENERIC MCA OS -2.O9G
CL$d 0 .033 a3A413 CHARACTERISTICS 
GTrN407)3'138 ('.0:133 GENERIC HCR 02 AW3L$T SC. a 0.Ioo 
ITr'N3113 .LS4T 138 (.133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 RIA143V4 -Z.890 
LTCH I) DOLSI4T 138 C.0133 SC. GENERIC 4CR 02 81AW3V4 O.Dau 
PA 7.180 
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al DID -4 -2 0 - 4 6 8 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
OATA SET StI-lB0- Cq.tI10U ATC*J OESCRIPTI BETA 
CTCNJl5) tt CLST" 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC 11CR 02 hJA -2.95U 
1TCN023) LI OLSIIT 138 06133 SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 EUA 0.000 
(C':0D92 DLSI4T 230 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 h1, -3 -2,980 
CTCNOIOI [I CLSIJT 238 OCt3i SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 81A143V4 -2.890 
MACH S.280 
- - -416 18 20 
SEE TW ASSOCIAT~e DATA 







DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 
-. 064. . 





: 4 ------ ---­ i-T F 
0l .02 L L 
Lo 





IO ;--- :::: - - - - - - - - ­
.i's 
.15 
Z'-8 - 6 -4 - 7' a z 4 6 8 $aQ 12 14 16 is 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
 
DATA SET 5VYM46B CC#4CIGURATIc4 DESCRIPTItJN 
ItC'dOjI3 CLSWT 156 0.0133 SC. GC"ERIC HCR 02 CIA SEE THE ASSOCTAT P DATA 
irCND07) L LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR O 515A DOCUMENT FOR REFERENCE 
IP-C'Ou) " CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. CfNtERIC HCR O2 81AW3V4 CHARACTERISTICS 


















-10 - 6 -4 2 a 2 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION4 DESCRIPTION 
I cPCNOI) Q 15,11 138 0.DL3J SC. GENERIC 11CR 02 61ASETHASOIEDAA f;CNaW)7 L CLSI4T 138 0.0233 SC. OENCRIC 11CR02 81A143 
(?cNoII) 0 010111 158 0 .013 SC . GENERIC 11CR OZ 61A113V4 
10 12 
DEGREES 
14 16 is 20 































- -­ - ­ -
- -0 
~r~~i3 ~ 
DATA SET SYSCC4 
CPCINOOI OLS41
pc~oa~l DLSW7 (;CNOI1;I> CLSPIT 
- --4 -Z 0 2 4 0 8 
I ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, 
I0URA11CN OECCIPTIOt 
130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC $02 02 CIA138 0.0,33 SC. GENlERIC HCR 02 VIAW5 
138 0,013S SC. GENIERIC HCF CZ B1AI43V14 
10 ±2 
DEGREES 
14 16 is RD 



















-- 0 - -6 -- - 2 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
OATA SB1 SYH,4CL CC*'FIGURATIC*4 OESCRIPTIOtJ OETA EEERENCE 1NF0RH4ATZON 
tTCnd ) LSI4T 138 0.0133 SC. &SflERIC 14CR 02 BIA -2.953 nErs 3057.0040 SO.FT. 
CTCNOIZI 15L3 1L47 15$ 0.0133 SC. GEHERIC H1CR 02 SIA .o00 REFL ?01.1V34 IN. 
CTCNO,) L RLSW 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BXBW4AST 0.000 XNRF 1266.0040 IN,
 
G2JITN CLSIT 13$ 0.0133 SC. GENER1C HCR 02 BiI4AASTVJ -2.80 VtRO 0.0000 IN.
Tcr3s: ,r\ CLST 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 OIOW4ASTVA 0.000 ZMRF 163.0004 IN. 






- - - - - - - - - -
DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 
-I ISI 
1 V -I 
I~~ - -- - - - -- ­





















12 14 1e Is 20 22 
- -10 a8 6 '4 a 0 2 4 6 0 to 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORlIATIONPATS SET SYSCL CCFIGURATItY ESCRIFTION BETA 
REFS 5057.0J40 SQ.FI.(TCJS) aLS4T 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC OCR 02 BIA -2.950 REFL 701.0b04 IN. ITCJII 12 LSLJI 13 0.0133 SC. GENERIC OCR 02 SIA 0.000 REFS 1230.0010 IN. 
" Ltqr 3'8 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BDBi44AST -2.93U XMRF 1266.0040TC,4035)5 J LS47 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIB4AST a.Goo IN. 
(TCUCZ2) A.LSIT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 0Z U1514A$TV4 -2.80o YHRP 0.0000 IN. 163.0 04

























-i0 -T -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL COCIGURATIC.t DESCRIFTI 
" 
BETA 
iTC115) GOLSWT 138 0.013 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIA -2.950 
(TCU513) CLSWT 138 9t0133 SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 BIA 0.000 
(tCN03) GLSWT 138 .0133 SC. GENERIC HCF 02 818W4AST -2.930 
(7CNO j s r 0ts 158 0.0133 sC. GENERIC 8CR 02 6IBWAA 0.000 
tTC32) U, CLSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 SBIW4ASTV4 -2.860 
tTCNJ31) B PLSWI IO 0.G133 SC. GENERIC OCR 02 BIBW4ASTV4 0.000 
MCH 5,18 
14 16 18 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5,57.00,0 S0.FT. 
REF 701.0UV4 IN. 
R5FB 1230.9U40 IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YsRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE to.o000 PERCOT 
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DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 
-04 
- I IF I -­!I o -- - --- - - -

L l I*fi Ir --r-- -- l - -­
m~1 IL Ill- Ill 

Ld iIII ]!,...LL LL










.1 4 1 -------




. - I I I I I I I I I I 




02 a 2 4 6 8 




CL$ O133 SC 

SATA$SET CONFIGURATION CESCRIeTIOIy 

OFC&23;St 138 GENERIC HCR 02,BIA REFS 5057.0040 SQ.T. 
'PC "53} 'LSI 130 0.0133 SC. GEt.EkIC NCR 02 BIS4AST REFL 701.A004 IN­
A.I33 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 BIBI4ASTV4 REFS 103OO0O IN.















I I t l l 











- -2 a 2 4 6 a 10 -12 -414 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
,,AT SET SYMBOL C [IGVRATIOM DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Fab;D35) 4 .SWT 138!;.1133 SC: GEI 51ZICH14CAOa 8SWAST REFI. 701.CV164 IN. 
(FCN931) 0 VLSWT 138 -. 0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 DIEW4ASTV4 REFB 1230.0040 IN. 
XMRP 1266.0040 IN. 
Z.RP 163-00-4 IN: 
- -SCALE 1, 
PAE 7 



























1s -& -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 8 i0 12 
ANGLE'0F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SVnO CFIURTICJ CESCRIfTICN 
CD GLSWT 138 0,5133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIA 
rLSWT 139 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 918144ASTQFCWD1)GLSWT 138 ODi3 5C. GENERIC HCR 02 SIOW4ASTYA 
14 16 1 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORATION 
REFS 5057,0040 $Q.FT. 
RVFL 701-,:0 IN. 
REF 1z25.o004 IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YMRF a.Dou0 I'. 
ZNRP 163.0004 IN. 
SCALE lo0.0Do PERCHT 
PGCH 0.180 
PAGE 180 














-10 -O -G -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
.ATt SET SYHBY.. C IURATJCN CESCRIFTION BETA 
ITCu'79> Q PLST 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR OB 83A -2.950 
flCfl080 LA PLSWT 138 U.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 63A 0.000 
(ICN0S73I CLST 138 1.133 SC. GENERIC HCER 02 BSAW9A -0.950 
ITCNOT Li OLSWT 1 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 B34W9A 0.00 
ITCNo0) PLSV7 136 0.5133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 B3AWSAV4 -Z.690 
I TcI1 ,) LSWT 13 0-03 SC. GENERI C lCR 02 83A4*AV4 0.000 
PACO 0.180 
14 1 16 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SO. FT 
EEFL 760.D04 IN. 
REFS 1138O.043 IN. 
XMRF 1273.0040 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
2R1F 214.0004 IN. 
SCALF 100.0000 rERCNT 
PAGE 181 
DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 









-. 015 - -4; £ 4 6 8 16. 
10 a )1 4 6 , a II 1 4 16 i 0 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SY 'OL CFACIGURATION CESCRIFTIaJ BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
I TCN79) f LSWT 138 5.1533 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 63A -2.950 REFS 5370.0040 SO. FT
 
cTcn(O)S GLSWI 135 0.0133 SC. GENERIC CR 02 B3A 0.000 REFL 760.004 IN.
 
'TCNO3 GLSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GNEIIC HCR OZ 6ZAIMA -E.9$0 REPO 113I.04.J £1.
g 
(TCNO.4t . OLST 130.013 so. GENERIC NCR 02 I3AW9A S.qu0 XMRP 1273.0040 IN.
 
TCOGII CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 S3AW9AV4 -Z.890 YMRP 0.0000 IN.
 
(TC40701 r% OLSIT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 B3AW9AV4 V.*u0 ZMRp 214.0U04 IN.
 














- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-. 050 
10 -e - 4 .2 0 a 4 6 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 
CATA SET SYHOCC C0WIIUAT!C OFSC#IPTIOJ BETA 
(TN79 LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. G15NER IC, HCR 02 83A -2.950 
TCN08SOI D$-W7 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 SIA 0.000o 
(TCN073) D"LST 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 E3AOA -2.950 
(T<SGIAI I OVS1C7 138 0.0133 SC- GENERIC NCR 02 BSAISA 0.000 
(TCII07II Iti 01.3. 138 9.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 83A149AV4 -Z.890 




14 is 18 20 22 
REFERENCE iNrORNATION 
REFS 5370.0040 $0. FT 
R6FL 7603.15904 IN. 
REFB 113S.0040 IN. 
XNRP I27l.0040 IF. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZIARF 214.0004 in. 
100.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 163 







--- - : ; ;.02 11 f i l l ] 













.14 - - ---­
-10 
CTA ST SY C. 
(CPeltso)(FCNO74) Ll 
(rENO7O, 0 
- G 4 2 0 4 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. 
COlIGURATIZC CESCRIFTIaI 
LSW 135 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 15ALST 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B3AW9A 
GLST 136 0.0133 SC. GENERIC MCC 02 O3AWOAV4 
a 1 1e 
ALPHA, DEGREES 
14 16 1 E0 a2 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SQ FTREFL 760.0C04 IN. 
REF 1156.004V IN. 
XMRF 1273.0040 IN. 
YNRF a O.00 IN 
ZNRF 2140004 IN. 
.SCALE100.0000 CERCfT 
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DLSWI TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
1ili llI"
ui-1 '"11  t111~lIt'"bIi"II--"- ­




I I I 1- 11111
 
- -I'- -










- II2I 2 I4 Io 4 r Iis 





a: - - -IDCa 









o - I--4 
' -- -- IIJ--I-I---I-I--IIII -- II -- III 
-oASTo Y1C RA 1 4 -a,6 I.DES RI R NC 
oR 2140000IN 
.. .. INIFIRIATIIN 






























-:-- - ­ - -
-I - 20 
--16 -r -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SEI SY.BOL CC,4FIGURATI#'N CESCRIFTION 
(FCNOSD) f. 0LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 E1AGPCiSU)VLSgT 136 V.D133 SC. GEt.ERIC HCR 02 B3AW A 
IFCN7T) 0 OLST 138 0.5.33 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 S3AlW9AV4 
14 16 is 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SO. FT 
REFL 760.0004 IN. 
REFS 1138.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1273.040 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 IN. 
ZMRF 214.0004 IN. 
SCALE 100.0000 FERCNT 
PAGE 18G 












. 0 - 8- 6 - - "6 8 la 1 a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
$Y VOL C FIGURATI CESCRIPTI 
P LSWT 238 5 ' 133 SC. GENERIC HCR OZ 83AWAV5 
CLW7 13S 0.013 SC: GENERIC HER 02 B3WAVS 
.A tl 0.100 
14 16 le 0 22 
rEFERENcc rNFORMATrON 
REFS 5370.0040 SQ. FT 
REFL 76a.6c94 IN. 
REFB 113$.00411 IN. 
X.RP 1275.60 U in. 
YHRP a,0000 N 
ZMRF 214:0004 N 
SCALE 10,0 FRN 
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DLSWT TEST 138- BODY FLAP EFFECT
 
I - -- - - ­






10 6 4 2 4 6 a IS 2 14 I s 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT SET ST-0OL CCt.F10JG~ATI tN DESCRIFTC*J REFERENCE INFORMATION 
GC176 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC 8CR B3AIJSAYS REFS 5370.0040 FTLSWT 02 SO.
~acN0sa) 13S 0.1,133 SC. GENERIC OZ OSCWSAVS 700.0004OLSWI MCR RCFL IN. 
REFS 1138.0040 IN. 
XNRI' 1273.0040 IN. 
0UF IN.a.0000 
INRF 214.0004 IN. 
SCALC 100.0000 -ERCNT 
MACH 1.180 
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- a1 4 z a 2 4 6 a 10 10 14 16 is 20 i2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
CATA 5ET SYMBOL CGVF GURATIN VE5CRIFTIGN REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCH076) DI-L$4T 138 9 1133 SC. GENERIC 14CROZ 83AW9AVS REFS 5370.G01,0 SO. FT 
C"NGoe)I LSOT 138 0:0133 SC* GENERIC HCR 02 133C14AVS RFFL 760.UC04 IN. 
REFS 1138.0049 IN. 
XMR, 127 .0040 IN. 
YMRF 000 IN: 
ZMRF 214.UU04 IN. 
SCALE I00.0co IERCNTOAClao1 
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- 0 .05 .10 .1 .00 .25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT. Co 
CATA SET SYM001 CCtNrIGURATION CESCRFTIl 
(tCN076) CLSWT 135 0.0133 SC, GENERIC HCR 02 S3AWAV5 
(RCNt88s) PLSWo 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 S3CWSAV5 
AClI .SCALE 
.30 .35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SQ. FT 
REFL 760.3D04 IN. 
REFS 1138 054'j IN. 
XHRF 1273.0040 1.. 
YNRF G.o000 In. 
ZHIRF 214.0004 IN. 
190.0000 PrRCNT 
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OATA SFT SYMBOL 
(RCNJ76) 
150.6; 
.15 .10 .05 .0.0 5 05 ... ±0 -. 15 -. 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM 
CctrICUpATION DESCRIPTION 
CGLSWT 13S 9.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B3AWSAVS 
DLSWT,138 0.G133 SC. GOERIC HCR O2 63CWSAVS 
20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 S,0 FT 
REFL 750.00G4 IN. 
'REFS 1138.0040 IN. 
XNRP 1273.0040 IN. 
YHJR 0.Bono IN. 
ZHRF 214.0 04 IN. 
SCALE 100.0900 FERCNT 
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- o -s -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 1a 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
0ATA SET SY .DC CC.nIURATICtJ O(SCRIPTIC4 
0CCP7,5 Q CLSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B3AI4AVS 
(RCN086) CLSWT !38 90.133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 83A$SOV5 
14 16 1 20 22 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SO. FT 
REFL 760.0904 IN. 
REF 1138.03/0 IN. 
XI(RF 1273.040 IN. 
YNRf 0.0GOOD IN. 
ZNRE 214.0004 IN. 
SCALE IO.0000 -ERCHT 
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DLSWT lEST 138- WING POSITION EFFECT 
_.Ll-~-_L _L LI I I I 






-la -8 -6 -4 D 2 4 6 a 11 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEGREES 
CATA SET SYPSOL ,C7FIGURATIcMrESCRIFTIaJ 
IACfl761 OLSWT 139 0 0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 S3AWfAV5 
c;CNO6) OLSST 138 0S1;33 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 83AW9V5 
.0 
14 1Z16 is z 2 
REFERENCE INFOlMATION 
REFS 5370,004C SQ. FT 
REFL 760.0004 IN. 
AEFB 1138.0040 IN. 
YmRF 1273.0040 IM. 
YMRF 0.0000 IN. 
Fp 214.0004 IN. 






DLSWT TEST 138- WING POSITION EFFECT
 
z:wi 	 -,- , ,, , ,z: 
I l1 	 rr N~ I II 
4 	 z:: iIi 
t3:,==,.+,zz --.-j-- -rJ-J-J- ,-





- I----l l % --M-F-4---H I 	 LL~-- ---

f 











-2l 	 !i, I ,I I
 
: ANGL OF ATTACK, ALPA,,,,,E
 
I I I I I I I 
 IM R F 12 3: 04 I I 
. . .....10 
N: 
.ATA ,,,,~rcT~tSE Srs4 . ~..'.. i. i1EFCRENC...FOI.....	 SC!!10.0 9 RN 
I ICi i I40 	 R ±i-0 IN. 
XNRF 1273.0040 IN. 
YMI P 0.I IN.I00 





I I,l I .,.t- . ... I194 PAGEI 

























.05 .10 .15 .20 .25 
DRAG COEFFICIENT, CD 
Cc* IGURATIct DESCRIFTION 
DLSWT 13 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B3AI4AVS 
DLSbT 138 0.033 SC. 6EIERIC HCR 02 83ABV5 
0.18a 
.3v .35 .40 .45 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SQ. FT 
REFL 76i.0104 IN. 
REFB 1138.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1273.0040 IN. 
YmRF .0001 IN. 
MRF a14.004 IN. 
SCALE 1o .0000 PERCNT 
PAGE 195 





































CLSUT 139 5.11" SC. GENERIC 
5L5T 135 O.0133 SU. GL"ERIC 
n.190 
.03 -05 -1 -. 15 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, 




-. 25 -. 30 -. 35 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 5370.0040 SO. FT 
REPL 700.!IIM)1 IN. R5FO 113a.O~idO inl.XMRF 1273.0040 IN. 
YMRP 0.0000 vIJ. 
ZNRP 214.0004 IN. 
SCALE I0.000 FFRrNT 
PAGE 196 











LUt -290 "4 REF IN.!
 
-. 1 -s - 4 ag 4 11 4 0 a 10 12 14 is Is 20' 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
OTr SET 3ryo'jL CONFXGURATIC44 oESCNFrTxaJ BETA 2CEENCE INFORMATION 
ES 57 .00 3.FI TCn1ri1 0 OLSYT 138 0 233 SC. GEN4ERIC $CR 02 BIAW9AV4 -2.890 
c"N70) i CLSWT 538t 0.0133 !C. GEN-ERIC $CR 02 6JAW9)AV4 0.00a REFL. 76043004 IN. 
TOCNS"2) 
 0 LStIT 138 15.0133 SC. GEN4ERIC HCR 02 53A14AV5 -2-00RF 123.0040 I N.I C"01c) 5 LSLU 536 .133 C. GENERIC CR 05283A19AV5 6.000 XIRF i3.0 IN. 
ZMRF 214.0004 10. 
ICA E' II10.0000 FERCWI 
MACM 0.180 
PAGE 193 

























I I I I I f F I--t-I4-I 
- - -----









SYMBOJL CcMFIGURATI'cN GESCPIFTIO4 
0 L.S±4T ±38 o.o1s SCo GENERIC 
tA GL.SWT 138 0.0±33 'SC. GENCRIC 
CL-S'/1±30 0o±33 SC. GENERIC5J LSWT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC 
rAcs 0.6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. 
BETA 
NCR 02 S3AWSgAV4 -2.890 
HCR 02 B3AWSAV'. 0.000 
NCR 02 83A AV5 -2.900 
14CR 02 83AW9AV5 0.000 
DEGREES 
REFERENCE INFORHATION¢ 
REF-S 3570.0040 S38. FT 
REF'L 760.0004 IN. 
RUFB 1138.0040 IN . 
XHRF 1278.0040 IN. 
ZNRF 2±4 .0r04 IN. 




















ro -. A0 
0 -- 4 
-' -IS - 4 2 a 2 4 $ a i0 I 14 1 18 ea 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
AITA SCI Sr.tC- cc.wS8$URATIC* DECRI.PTICO IIIn REFERENCE INFORMATION 
ITCW 7 )I CD LSWT 136 0.0133 SC. GENERIC 11CR 02 B3AW9AV4 -2.891 REFS 5370.0040 S2. FT( O11£9 CLSWU 136 9.0133 SC. Gf.IERIC 1CR 02 5A%9AY4 11.0001 REEL 769.0014 Ia.
 
CTCtTT )) ! 0 4LST135 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 B3AW9AV5 -2.900 REFB 1138,0040 IN.





























- 8 6 -4 -2N 0 2 4 
AMtGLE OF ATTACi 
CLSIJT 130 0,0133 SC. GENERIC 8CR 02 B3AWSAVA 















































---- .---- [ ---­
- . 0 1 ­
- G - 4 -- 2 0 2 A 6 a 1 0 1 2 1 4 1 6 1 8 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 




F N 7a, ') DISWT 3 0 o0133SC. GENERIC CR 0,2 83
PC11,763 L CLS111 A A REFS 6370.0040 SO. rT138 10133 SC.GENERIC NCR 0 SAW9V5 









































LA. c~~~~~sgT I103IEEI .EII.*20~~~ SC .C.2I3WV 6.00 
RF .0--

a m -27 -IN. Lii 




Z-F 24004 N 
- 0 - a 6 ~4 -2 4 6 a 111 12 14 16 I 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SY BCL CCNPIGURATIJ0N DESCRIPTION REFERENCE INFORUATION
 
IFCIJ,7G) Q 'LSwT 138 U.0133 SC. aENERIC OCR 02 03A .AV4 REFS 5370.004G SQ. FT
 












DLSWT TEST 138- VERTICAL TAIL POSITION
 












.-±0~ --~~~~~~ ---- -2 0 0 1E1 6 1 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURATION4 CESCRIFTIC4 BETA REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CTCNQOC3) GL5qT 138 0.0133 SC. GENERIC HCR 02 614W3V3 -3.880 REFS 6166.0040 SQ. FT 
(ICn002) 51-OSI.?133 0.5133 SC. 6Et. RIC 14CR 00 Dfl$45V3 -1.000 IREFL 971.004 IN. 
T~~v VLSWT 1658 1.133 SC. GENERIC 14CR 02 £14W3V14 -2.890 REFS 104C.0040 IN. 
C1CNOI,, !7LSIWT 136 00133 SC. GENERIC 14CR0Z 614W3V4 0.000 XMRP 1266.0940 IN. 
YbIRP 0.0009n IN. 























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
"ATA SET SY98OL CO rIGURATIGG CESCRIPTIlus; BOT(cCNS DS EAREFERENCE¢ 136 0.0133 SC* GENERlC HCR 02 3 AV3V3 I NFORtiATI ON
-3.880




TCN t3 ) GLSVT 138 U.0133 SC. GFN9R C , O
CR . 2 SIAV3 V4 -9#g 
 EFL 0 0 0 4
T L J CLSWI 138 0-0133 SC- GENCRIC HCR 02 SlAW#SV4 0.05 




H HC ° 
 Z MR P 1 6 3 , 0 4 IN .

.A5Cs 




DLSWT TEST 138- VERTICAL TAIL POSITION
 




















-10 8 - -4 -2 a 2 4 0 8 10 12 14 16 1s 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBCt CC*JFIGtflATIC# CESCRIFTICN BETA 	 REFERENCE INF0RNATI0N 
ICTCNOGA)I DLSWT 138 5.0133 SC. SENr.RIC NCR 02 B1A143V/3 -3.880 	 REFS 6168.0013 SQ. FT IrcnOO?± L DLSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 61AL13V3 -1.000 	 REFL_ 971.0004 IN. 
I TCNUI0) 0.5±4T 138 0.1133 SC. GENERIC NCR OZ 21A143V4 -2.890 	 REFS 1040.0040 IN. 






100.0051 F4RCNTMAM .11SCALE 
PAGE 205 
DLSWT TEST 138- VERTICAL TAIL POSITION
 
w' -- i'--41 











- .0 - - y : 
.06 
- Oa - 4 - 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 18 1s 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DA TA SET SrXBOL CC*WI0LflATICIN CESCR[FTICM REFERENCE INFORMATlION 
CJCNVOZI 2 OLSWT 130 0.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 81A43V3 REF 6168.o so SG EF 
IFC40I± L LSWT 130 9.0133 SC. GENERIC NCR 02 BIA3V4 REEL 971.0004 IN. 
REFS 1040.0040 IN. 
XNRF 1266.0040 IN. 
YNRF 0.0000 IN. 
ZNRP 163.004 IN. 







2LSWT TEST 138- VERTICAL TAIL POSITION
 
o -- --I--------..: ­
w
 















I01Z1O a3 6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 5 10 12 14 16 13 20 22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
CATA SET SY*4X CCPFIGURATIO4 VESCRIPTIaJ 
T REEREt CE INFoR1NMTION fPCNdd2, , 0L4 138 O.013 SC. GENEIC HCR 02 BIAISV3 FaFr .G160.011 sa. rT 
cp42otl A 0r1LSWT13$ r.0 ,3SC. CINtERIC HCR 02 SIAW 'V4 REFL 971.0,04 IN.
 




Y$RP a0."Go IN. 
ZMRF tGS.UD014 IN. 
SCALE lo00.001 CLRCNT'ACiH 0.180 

PAGE 207 






0 .007 , -, ­
mm0-- -.--
I I I 
<-
L.I, I I I" 4 . . 
.002 VT 
'4:44 
 + -- - - -­
, , , I I I I I !L I
 
-.001 
o -.---,,,,- _ w 
.003 
_. Z = =T 1-t ----- I I --- . . 
'005 - -H- - F+++ w:----­
00 -a 6. 2 0l 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 








DLSWT 138 S.0133 SC. GE1ERIC HCR 02 BIAW3VZ 
LStT 136 9.0133 SC. GENERIC FCR 02 BIAW3V4 
REFERENCE INFORM4TION 
REFS 6168.0G40 $., FlT 
REFL . 971.004 IN. 
REFR 10A0.0040 - IN. 
XHR- 1266.0040 IN. 
YHRp 13.000 IN. 
ZNRF 163.0004 IN. 
MAC H 0.180 SCALE" 100.0300 .ERCOT 
PAGE 208' 
COMPREHENSIVE 
DATA PLOT INEX 





DLSWT TEST 138- LEADING EDGE FILLET(STRWAKE) EFfECT
 




RCNO16 RCNOq9 RCN631 RCN6S1 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING 
CL ALPHA I I 
cLM ALPHA 2 2 
L/D ALPHA 3 3 
ILSWT TEST 13a- LEADING EDGE FILLET(STRAKE) EF*ECT
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE 












CL CD 4 '
 




DLSWT TEST 138- LEADING EDGE FILLET(STRAKE) EFFECT
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETs 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCNO46 TCNOq7. TCND31 TCNO32 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CY ALPHA 6 6 
CYN ALPHA 7 7 
CBL ALPHA 8 8 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
PCN031 PCN046 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE - VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CYBETA ALPHA 9 9 
DCYNDB ALPHA. LO 10 
DCBLDB ALPHA 11 it 
A-3
 
DLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 




RCNO38 RCN037 RCN036 RCNODI
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING /-ENDING 
I 
CL ALPHA 12 12 
CLM ALPHA 13 13 
L/D -ALPHA '14 1f 
bLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, IFSALFA) 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING -/ ENDING 
ECN031 DCL/DE ALPHA is 1s 
ECN031 DCLMDE ALPHA 16 16 
DLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 




RCND38 RCN037 RCNO36 RCN031
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CD 17 17
 




DLSWT TEST 138- FULL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 


















































DLSWT TEST 138- PARTIAL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 



















DLSWT TEST 138- PARTIAL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, (pSALFA)
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEG-I.NNING / ENDI-NG
 
FCNO3I DCL/DE ALPHA 28 28
 
FCN031 DCLHDE ALPHA 29 29
 
DLSWT TEST 138- PARTIAL-SPAN ELEVON POWER
 




RCN043 RCNO4 2 RCN031
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CD 30 30
 




DLSWT TEST 138- ROLL CONTROL POWER
 































RCN031 RCNOO RCNO4I 






























































































-­ q5 -4-5-. 
138- ROLL CONTROL POWER
 










DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT - . 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 










DLSWT TEST 138- INCIDENCE EFFECT 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE s M'ULTIPLE DATASET5 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCNO13 RCNO9 RCNO t_. RCNO.. .. . 
DEPENDENT .- _NDEPENDENLT.. P=L PRA&......., 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 149 49 
CLM A...AL-HA .. --SD -. . 
L/D ALPHA 51 51 
DLSWT TEST 138- INCIDENCE EFFECT
 




RCNO13 RCNOS9 RCNOU 2-- Q ............
 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENt-- - LORAE..
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CD 52. 52
 




'DLSWT TEST 138- INCIDENCE EFFECT
 




RCNOBO RCN076 RCNe2-- -CNOSA .. .....
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT-- PLOIR--PK.GE. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 59 54 
CLM ALRHA----------------S ..
 
L/D ALPHA 56 6
 
DLSWT TEST 138- INCIDENCE EFFECT 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCNO8 RCNO76 RCND&Z RCNQMA .WN.O 
DEPENDENI DEPENDENT. ..PL.PA2GE. 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CD S7 57 





PLSWT TEST 138- BODY 
DEPENDENT -VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE 
DA-TASTs 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCNOI.3-. RNfO2 ... RCNfl_:RN-Dl---........... 
DEPENDIE-NJ- _J.NDEPEtDfl..---
BEGINNING / ENDING
 VARIABLE VARIABLE 







DLSWT TEST 138- BODY 





RCN0 13--- RCfO2O- RCN-SN3-- RCN .
 
-. PLO1P G_. .
DEPENDENT-. ...DEPENDE-NT 










DLSWT TEST 138- BODY NOSE RAMP EFFECT 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE Vs INQ-EPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
TCNOS4 TCNOS3 TC-N056 .TCNJ2S7-
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT 
_PLQT PA-GE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CY ALFHA 6 6 
CYN . At-PHA.--.......66 & 
CBL ALPHA 66 66 
DATASETS PLOTTED:
 
-PCNOS3 .. ---cNaS 7
 
DEPENDENJI. INaEpENDZN-T _-LOXPA..SaLG 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING./ ENDING 
CYBETA ALPHA 67 67
 
-a.t-N -B- ......- 4p A---- .. ... ..--- - ... .
 




DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RCNOII - RCNOIJ8 RCNOZ3 RCNOZS ..... 
DEPENDENT..... INDEPEND-ENT .-PL-TAG- .... . 
VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDINGVARIABLE 

CL ALPHA 70 70 
CLM -ALPHA _-7-1 - - .. 
L/D ALPHA 72 72
 
DLSWT TEST 138. WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 






OE-1NDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY ALPHA 7S 75 
CYN ALPHA 76 76 
CBL ALPHA 77 77 
*_DLSWT TEST 138 WING PLANFORM COMgARISON
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, (FSALFA)
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
PLOTTED.. - VARIABLE VAR.IABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
PCNoII CYBETA ALPHA 78 78 
79 79PCNOII DCYNDB ALPHA 





DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM CQMPARISON
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE,
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY ALPHA 81 8
 
CYN ALPHA 82 82
 
CBL ALPHA 83' 83
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLEg (FSALFA) 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE­ - - -BEGINN--NG-t -END-I-NG ­ -
PCNOI8 CYBETA ALPHA 8q 8B4
 
PCNOIB DCYNDB ALPHA 8 85
 
PCNO18 DCBLDB ALPHA 86 86
 
DLSWT TEST 138. WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 






-DEPENENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CY ALPHA 87 87
 
CYN ALPHA 88 88 




DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE& 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
PLOTTED VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
PCN023 CYBETA ALPHA 90 go 
PCNo23 DCYNDB ALPHA 91 91 
PCN023 DCBLDB ALPHA 92 92 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING I ENDING,
 
CY ALPHA 93 93
 
CYN ALPHA 9q 94
 
CBL ALPHA 9S 95
 
DLSWT TEST 138., WING PLANFORM COMPARISON
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, CFSALFA)
 
DATASETS DEPENDENT INDEPE-NDENT PLOT PAGE
 
'-PtLOTD VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
PCNfO2 5. YBETA ALPHA 96 96 
PCNO2S DCYNDB ALPHA 97 97
 




DLSWT TEST 138. WING TWIST EFFECT
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 99 99
 
CLM ALPHA IO0 1O
 
LID ALPHA 101 101
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING TWIST EFFECT
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL -CD- 102 102
 
CL CLM 303 103
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING TWIST EFFECT
 




TCN021 T-CN020 TCN022 TCNO23
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY ALPHA 1O' Ili
 
CYN ALPHA 105 105
 






DEPENDENT -.... INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CYBETA ALPHA 107 107 
DCYNDB ALPHA 108 108 
DCBLDB _ ALPHA 109 10,9 
A-16 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT
 






........ DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 110 l10
 
CLM ALPHA III 111
 
L/D ALPHA 11,2 112
 
,.DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT
 
VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASET









VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING:
 
CL CD 113 113
 
CL CLm l11l 1I14
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING AIRFOIL SECTION EFFECT
 




TCNO60 TCNO59 TCN~q7 TCNO9'6
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY- ALPHA Ils 115 
CYN ALPHA 116 116 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEG'INNING / ENDING
 
CYBETA ALPHA 118 118
 
DCYNDB ALPHA 119 119
 




.DLSWT TE$ST 138- BOAT JAIL E-FFECT
 






DEPENDENT INDE'PENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 121 121
 
CL1 ALPHA 122 122
 
L/D ALPHA "123 123
 
PLSWT TEST 138- BOAT TAIL EFFECT
 
























• DLSWT TEST 138- BOAT TAIL EFFECT
 
















































DLSWT TEST 138- COMPARI-SON OF WIND TUNNEL MODELS 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 132 132
 
CLM ALPHA 133, 133
 
L/D ALPHA 134 131
 
DLSWT TEST 138.- COMPARISON OF WINO TUNNEL MODELS
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEG'INNING / END-ING
 
CL CD 13's 135
 




DLSWT TEST 138- COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL MODELS
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
DATASETSPLOTTED: 















































DLSWT TEST 138-" ENGINE POD EFFECT
 























DLSWT TEST 138- ENGINE POD EFFECT
 










VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CD l6 1q6
 
.... .CL CL Q7 Iq7 
DLSWT TEST 138- ENGINE POD EFFECT
 








































































DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 154 154
 
CLM ALPHA 155 IS5
 
L/D ALPHA 156 156
 
DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CD 157 157
 
CL CLM 158 IS8
 
DLSWT TEST 138. BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 159 159
 
CLM ALPHA 160 160
 




DLSWT TEST 138. BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS 
































DLSWT TEST 138- BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 

































 PLOT PAGE 

-









,DLSWT TEST 138" BASIC CONFIGURATION BUILDUP
 






















































DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS
 
-. DATASETS PLOTTED: 














































DLSWT TEST 1389. BASI ,ONFIGURATIPN BUILDUP
 




TCN079 TCNOBU TCNO73 













PCNO8O PCNO7q PCNO7O 





































DLSWT TEST 138- BODY FLAP EFFECT
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 187 187
 
CLM ALPHA 188 l8
 
L/D ALPHA 189 189
 
DLSW-T TEST 138- BODY FLAP EFFECT 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS DEPENDENT VARIABLE, MULTIPLE DATASETS 
DATASETS PLOTTED; 
RCN076 RCN088 
SDEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING -
CL CD 190 190 
CL CLM 191 191 
A-2T
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING POSITION EFFECT
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT .PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ,END.ING
 
CL ALPHA 192 192
 
CLM ALPHA 193" 193
 
L/D ALPHA 194 194
 
DLSWT TEST 138- WING POSITION EFFECT
 






DEPEND.ENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CD 195 195
 




DLSAT TEST 138- VERTICAL TA'IL POSITION
 




TCN071 TCNO70 TCNO77 TCNO76
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY ALPHA 197 197
 
CYN ALPHA 198 198
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY-BETA ALPHA 200 200
 
DCYNDB ALPHA 201 201
 
DCBLDB ALPHA 202 202
 
DLSWT TEST 138. VERTICAL TA'IL POSITION
 




TCNOOq TCNOO2 TCNOI TCNDII
 
DEPENDENT INOEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CY ALPHA 203 203 
CYN ALPHA 2 0' 2014 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
206
CYBETA - ALPHA 206 
DCYNDB ALPHA 207 207 
DCBLDB ALPHA 208 208
 
A-29 
